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Chen Fei frowned when he looked at Jiang Chuan and the group of so-called reporters.

  Instead of responding to their questions, he took out his mobile phone and got
through the phone of Director Huang of Xiangjiang Radio Television Station and asked,
"Director Huang, this is Chen Fei. Last time, the clarification program recorded on the TV
station, now ...... "

  Chen Fei was calling to inquire, and Jiang Chuan continued to encourage reporters
to press and siege Chen Fei," What is Mr. Chen doing, avoiding answering. Is he looking for
a relationship to contact the helper? "

  " Here is Xiang Jiang , not the kind of place you. we are here to place democracy,
not able to get through relations of things. if President Chen rely on relationships to solve
things, not as a little extra thought we respond to the challenge. "

  is Jiangchuan such a provocation, correspondent They were even more excited
and almost wanted to put the microphone in Chen Fei's mouth.

  "Mr. Chen, who is this calling?"

  "Mr. Chen, how do you respond to the question just now ?" "

  Autumn Group branch, is there really a problem?"

  ............ In

  a series of questions, Chen Feitong finished Phone, then put away your phone. I
swept my eyes and said directly: "For your question, my response is very simple. Next, you
can watch the TV news channel program yourself."

  The reporters stunned and expressed doubts on their faces. Color.

  "What do you mean by watching TV?"

  " What does Chen Fei's question have to do with the TV station?"

  "Could he find a relationship with the TV station? Want to cover up the whole
thing."

  "That's impossible. He just came back to learn about the matter. He just made a
phone call. How can he find a good relationship with the TV station so quickly and cover up
the facts."

  "Say so much and watch the show!"

  ...... …



  Many reporters found out their mobile phones and entered the news channel of
Xiangjiang Radio Television.

  There is a large screen in the lobby of the branch. At this moment, Wei Ling also
ordered people to project the live broadcast of the TV station directly onto the large screen.

  At the beginning, the TV station was only broadcasting news programs normally.

  But at a time when everyone is a little puzzled and even impatient. There was a
sudden change in the TV station, and the host said: "Next, a special news will be broadcast."

  "Half a month ago, a news about the treatment of overseas Chinese couples in
Longjiang City, mainland China, attracted the attention of the general public. One thing, our
station ... "The

  news first summarized the previous news, and then cut to the point," For this
incident, our station invited the parties Winnie Anthony and their son Eric. Now, they will On
the TV screen, make a complete explanation and response to the whole thing. "

  Seeing this, many reporters were really shocked. Even Jiangchuan was stunned at
the moment.

  "Winnie and Anthony are on TV. When did this happen?"

  "They won't change their tongue!"

  "No, they didn't see the posture that they were scolding Chen Fei in the news
before. how will be changed to? I think, is certainly cut and dry again, things become big.
after all, Chen Fei here has been no response, they are husband

wife duo certainly dissatisfied. "

  .........

  In the public's guess, the three of Winnie Anthony and Eric's family appeared on
the TV screen.

  The three faced the camera and told the whole story completely. Including how
Winnie provoked first, how to make things difficult because of dissatisfaction, and Chen Fei's
efforts to cure Eric, all of them were fully explained.

  Even they also mentioned that after returning to Xiangjiang, Chen Fei once again
rescued Eric.

  When the news was over, the reporters at the scene were all dumbfounded, and
for a moment their eyes were dull, and they all said nothing and couldn't say a word.



  Jiangchuan also shocked, not only frowned, whispered aloud: "how could this be
how it will be, it must be false, is certainly false must be your Chen Fei money to buy
them???."

  Chen Fei cold Humming, looking at the angry Jiangchuan, I found it very ridiculous,
"I clarify the facts, it's fake. You say it casually, it's the truth. Your double mark is too
obvious."

  "And this is Xiangjiang Wireless TV news broadcast. TV has a reputation as a
guarantee, but also, how true and false things, they can find Winnie the couple confirmation.
I believe that most Hong Kong people, eyes still bright. "

  Then, Chen Fei sweep A glance at the reporter in front.

  Of these reporters, of course, there is no lack of being bought by Jiang Chuan. But
most of them have not been bought. Now, they learned that the truth was exactly the
opposite of what they knew before, and they felt a huge shock in their hearts. They were
speechless for a while.

  Hearing Chen Fei, some conscientious reporters bowed and apologized to Chen
Fei: "Mr. Chen, I'm sorry, I just didn't figure out the truth and misunderstood you. I'm sorry!"

  Someone took the lead and many others Reporters, they all immediately
apologized to Chen Fei, and promised to clarify the truth after going back.

  Such a situation was really unexpected for Jiang Chuan, and for a time he looked
so gloomy and speechless.

  It was at this time that after the news channel on the big screen had inserted this
clarified news, it continued the previous report. During this time, the news topic that
everyone is most concerned about is undoubtedly the seafood poisoning incident.

  Looking at the news of the seafood poisoning incident on the news channel, Jiang
Chuan's eyes suddenly lit up, and he seemed to think of something.

  He raised his head and looked at Chen Fei with a sneer on the corner of his mouth,
and whispered to himself, "I don't want this to be Chen's surname originally. But if you forced
me to this step, don't blame me for not "You're welcome."

  After that, Jiangchuan looked at the reporters at the door who were ready to leave,
and said loudly: "Please wait."

  The reporters froze, turning their heads to look at Jiangchuan. Is that all right? "

  Jiang Chuan looked down and looked at Chen Fei. He said:" For Chengcheng
Pharmacy, the truth is still uncertain, but there is another thing, I think everyone needs to
know. "



  He did A lightly written sentence brings the clarification video just now, and then
shifts the topic.

  Although a bit stiff, the effect is still very obvious. Many reporters were excited at
once, and quickly asked, "Jiang Shao, another thing, what's the matter?"

  Jiang Chuan narrowed his eyes, slowed his tone, and said, "This matter But it's a
big thing, a real big thing! "
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Listening to Jiang Chuan's words, the reporters were even more curious. They stopped one
by one and walked back. They looked at Jiang Chuan with glaring eyes and were curious.

  Jiangchuan saw this, a glorious look flashed in his eyes. Then he looked serious,
stretched his right hand, pointed to the big screen in the company lobby, and said, "This
matter is related to that?"

  "Then, what is that?"

  "Jiang Shao, you said it is related to the Autumn Group?" "

  .........

  all the reporters burst of speculation, Jiangchuan shook his head:" No company,
but the big screen in the news. "

  listen Jiangchuan say, all the reporters turned to watch the news broadcast on the
big screen, then shocked.

  "Jiang Shao, the news you are talking about refers to the seafood poisoning
incident?"

  "This, is this true?"

  "Jiang Shao, this is a big deal, you can't talk nonsense!"

  ............ For

  a while, many reporters Startled.

  Jiang Chuan looked dumb, looked at Chen Fei coldly, and then said with a firm
voice: "Yes, it is the seafood poisoning incident. This Chen Fei is related to the seafood
poisoning incident."

  Chen Fei said, looking cold. Down.



  Wei Ling was furious and scolded: "Jiangchuan, don't talk nonsense. What does
the seafood poisoning have to do with Chen Fei? You are a slander."

  Even these reporters, when they heard Jiangchuan, Some don't believe it.

  "How come, this, is this unlikely?"

  "Jiang Shao, something is wrong!"

  "Autumn Group is doing cosmetics business, how about poisoning and seafood,
small river, which -"

  .........

  all doubts, but at the moment Jiangchuan expression was extremely strong, his
eyes, the channel: "Do you want Let ’s just clarify what Winnie and Anthony said in the
video. "

  " What's the story about Winnie's video? "The reporters were puzzled.

  Jiangchuan said: "? Just that video among Winnie detailed description of the
condition of her son Eric, do you think that the symptoms of the disease, and the patient's
symptoms of seafood poisoning now, like you"

  is such a reminder Jiangchuan, The reporters recalled that some people just turned
out the video and compared it.

  And in this comparison, they were really shocked.

  "Here, the symptoms are really similar."

  "It's not a coincidence, the symptoms of the two are too similar."

  "Are there really any connections?"

  "Jiang Shao, this, what is this ?" What's going on? "

  .........

  Jiang Chuan saw it, smiled at the corner of his mouth, and continued:" You also
heard that just now, Eric was seeing a doctor in Chen Fei's Chengcheng Pharmacy and was
also taking prescribed medicine. "

  Then, this Chen Fei came to our Xiangjiang, opened the autumn group branch, and
produced autumn fairy water. Moreover, they also advertised that the formula of autumn fairy
water is a pure Chinese medicine preparation, which is personally configured by Chen Fei."



  "Contact these Things, don't you think something is wrong? "Jiang Chuan asked
aloud.

  Many reporters thought along Jiang Chuan's way of thinking, and they were really
shocked. The look at Chen Fei also changed.

  "Isn't the fairy water in autumn the culprit causing seafood poisoning?"
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sp; "However, this poisoning incident, the expert detected the result, is the food
poisoning caused by seafood! It has nothing to do with cosmetics, right?" "

  ...

  Jiangchuan heard and waved his hand and said," What is the specific test result,
we are not experts, we cannot judge. But there is a fact that the autumn fairy water is selling
in our Xiangjiang, and the result happened within a week. This is a large-scale poisoning
incident. Combined with what I just said, whether there is any connection between them, I
think everyone knows it. "

  Although Jiang Chuan did not express it clearly, but this statement , there is no
doubt that the poisoning incident will fall. The fairy water leans on it.

  For a time, even the reporter who had just apologized to Chen Fei at the moment
could not help but change his gaze to Chen Fei, with a suspicious look in his eyes. Because,
according to Jiang Chuan's thinking, there are still a lot of doubts in this matter. There is a
big doubt in the autumn fairy water.

  Those reporters who were bought by Jiang Chuan, let alone need to say more, at
the moment a clamor came around and forced Chen Fei to ask questions.

  "Mr. Chen, what do you think about the connection between the poisoning incident
and your autumn fairy water?"

  "What is the reason for the poisoning incident caused by autumn fairy water?"

  "Mr. Chen, what are you going to do next? "

  .........

  Looking at the scene of Chen Fei being besieged by the reporter, Jiang Chuan
smiled confidently and whispered:" This is Chen's name, this is in Xiangjiang, it is the site of
my Jiang family. Fight me, you are still tender . "

  "It has something to do with the poisoning incident. Your branch will be half dead!"
Jiang Chuan thought viciously, the smile on his face would be even brighter.



  At the moment, Chen Fei's eyes on Jiangchuan were very cold.

  He did not answer the questions of the reporters, but walked directly forward to
Jiang Chuan and said in a cold voice: "You will soon know what is going on with your own
death?"

  Jiang Chuan did not take it seriously and disdain. Sneered, saying: "This sentence
should be what I said to Mr. Chen. And, now, Mr. Chen should first answer the questions of
reporter friends."

  After that, Jiangchuan put his hands in his trouser pocket He looked at Chen Fei
proudly.

  Wei Ling was very anxious at this time, constantly dealing with the reporters'
difficulties and problems, and at the same time looking to Chen Fei for help.

  Chen Fei cast a reassuring look on Wei Ling, and then turned to the TV station,
staring at the picture on the TV station, and there was a silence.

  Jiangchuan seeing, could not help quips: "? President Chen, what are you doing,
avoided my question, do you think this will solve the problem you"

  "Or, Chen appeared on television again expect a news to you Clarify the siege?
Hahaha! "

  This was obviously a mocking tone, and Jiangchuan laughed directly after
speaking.

  But at this moment, as soon as the TV picture changed, Chen Fei's eyes also
changed, his lips flicked, and said, "The news you want, here!"

  "What news, what comes?" Jiangchuan Still a little bit confused.

  At this time, the voice on the TV has been heard, "Xiangjiang Police Station has
identified the source of the seafood poisoning incident. The police has dispatched members
to seal the source and arrest the relevant personnel."

  "Now, let's follow the reporters on the scene and see the scene of the arrest."

  The voice on the TV made all the reporters on the scene stunned, and then looked
at the big screen with surprise.

  At this moment, the news screen turned into a live broadcast with some shaking.

  It was a group of heavily armed policemen, rumbling as they approached a seaside
factory.
.
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Seeing this picture, the reporters froze, and then whispered.

  "The police have checked the source. So, seafood poisoning has nothing to do with
autumn fairy water?"

  "Yeah, that place is obviously a factory, but it's not our place."

  "So, Mr. Chen is He was wronged. Jiang Shao's words just now-"

  ......... For

  a time, the reporters who had been misled by Jiang Chuan and suspected of Chen
Fei, now looked at Jiang Chuan's eyes and became a little different. It's just that they are
afraid of Jiangchuan's identity, and even if they are dissatisfied, they won't say it.

  Now, it is basically certain that the seafood poisoning incident has nothing to do
with the autumn group.

  The reporters looked at the live video on the screen and began to discuss what the
source was.

  "It looks like it should be a factory."

  "Maybe it's the breeding base of Beibei Xian. Didn't the previous reports say that
seafood was sold by Beibei Xian?"

  "This is impossible, Beibei Xian." It's just an intermediate channel merchant. They
don't have a breeding base. The place to investigate and deal with should be a
manufacturer. "

  " This place, I feel a bit familiar, it seems that I have been to it! "

  ............ It

  was discussed by reporters. At that time, Jiang Chuan looked at the picture on the
big screen, his face filled with surprise, and his expression gloomed.

  The reporters are not very familiar with this place, but he has few rivers and rivers,
but he is very familiar with this factory. That is the Jianghai aquaculture base, the largest
seafood aquaculture base in Xiangjiang, and a company directly controlled by Jiangjia.

  "What's going on, I found out that our Jiang family came up! This, this is
impossible!" Jiang Chuan seemed to have difficulty accepting the facts in front of him,
murmured in his mouth, and the expression on his face became more and more gloomy.

  Some flat-footed reporters saw Jiang Chuan's face ugly, and he came over with a
smile on his face.



  "Little river, you do not get angry. While the investigation is factory looks and
autumn Group's okay, but you never know what they have behind the link."

  "That is, maybe it is autumn factory industry group."

  'Retired step speaking, even if a small river that you guess wrong, it was not a big
deal. after all, you are also those who have contributed to solve the case, everyone will
remember you. "

  .........

  these people usually accustomed to flattery, no I didn't find that Jiang Chuan's face
became more and more ugly as his horse fart hit the horse's lap.

  Several people were still chatting patting, but Jiangchuan finally could n’t help but
slammed, “Shut up!”

  The reporters who were patting were shocked, all shut their mouths and did n’t
dare to make a sound. He looked at Jiangchuan strangely and was puzzled.

  At this time, in the live broadcast, the police team has rushed into the factory and
began to arrest the factory personnel.

  The pictures inside the factory are now clearly broadcasted on the screen.
Everyone can clearly see the uniforms on the workers and the slogans posted everywhere in
the factory.

  "Jianghai Aquaculture Base. Here, this is not the Jiang

  family's-- " Seeing these words, all the reporters were dumbfounded, and they all
looked at Jiangjiang River with all their eyes. In particular, the reporters who had just
flat-footed just changed their face at the moment, and they finally knew why Jiang Chuan
was so angry just now.
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; For a time, a few people stepped back quietly and opened the distance to Jiangchuan.
Worrying about Jiangchuan's anger and doing something irrational.

  For those reporters who have not been bought, the expression at this moment is
very serious, and looking at Jiangchuan's eyes is also extremely complicated.

  You know, just a few minutes ago, Jiang Chuan also proudly said that the seafood
poisoning incident was related to the autumn fairy water of the autumn group, and
threatened Chen Fei secretly.



  As a result, unexpectedly, a few minutes later, Chen Fei directly hit Jiang Chuan's
face with facts.

  The seafood poisoning incident is not only related to the Autumn Group, but to the
Jiang family. This loud slap made Jiang Chuan's face extremely ugly.

  Looking at the dull Jiangchuan, Chen Fei stepped over and sneered, saying: "Jiang
Shao, you are now talking about who caused the seafood poisoning incident?"

  "You--" Jiangchuan was speechless for a moment.

  Chen Fei sneered and continued: "Why didn't Jiang Shao say anything? Wasn't he
quite able to talk about it? Now, Jiang Shao, please respond to your doubts!"

  Chen Fei reminded me that some reporters gritted their teeth and took the
microphone Get in front of Jiang Chuan.

  "Jiang Shao, what do you think about the relationship between the Jianghai
aquaculture base and the seafood poisoning incident?"

  "Jiang Shao, your Jiang family, are you aware of this matter?"

  "Jiang Shao, how do you think about this? What? "

  … ...... A

  series of questions flooded in and Jiang Jiang felt the feeling of Chen Fei just now.

  His face was ashen, teeth bite slightly bang sound, swept away all the reporters
head cold, cold channel: "all go away open!"

  About the reporters fear Jiangchuan, but there are still afraid of reporters, did not
give way, but continue Asking questions.

  "Jiang Shao, what do you think of this matter?"

  Jiang Chuan was so angry that he could barely help to beat someone .

  But when he was about to start, Chen Fei coughed, stood up, and immediately
frightened Jiang Chuan back.

  Questions from reporters kept coming from my ears.

  Jiang Chuan turned his head and quickly found excuses: "For this matter, I believe
our Jiang family is innocent."



  "Innocent? Jiang Shao, but the police announced in the news that they have
grasped the evidence and are now arresting People. How do you explain this? "A reporter
asked.

  Jiang Chuan looked plain and explained: "Even if there is such a thing, it is also
done by the people of the branch to hide it. We Jiang family, it is impossible to do such a
thing."

  "Jiang Shao your This means that the seafood poisoning has nothing to do with the
Jiang family? "The reporter asked.

  Jiang Chuan firmly said: "It's absolutely irrelevant."

  Chen Fei looked at Jiang Chuan's firm expression, with a sneer on his face, and a
sneer.

  Jiang Chuan heard the sound, glared over, displeased and said: "Chen Fei, what
are you laughing at? What is gloating and scourge?"

  "It's gloating and scourge? Ha ha, I'm not so bored." Focus on nonsense. "

  " What do you mean, do you doubt our Jiang family? "Jiang Chuan stared at Chen
Fei, hating his voice," This matter has absolutely nothing to do with our Jiang family. "

  "Is it?" Chen Fei didn't argue with him. He just pointed to the big screen and said,
"Then keep watching!"

  Jiang Chuan felt some palpitations and fainted when he heard Chen Fei's words.
Feeling uneasy came to my mind.
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The hearts of many reporters at the moment were also raised with Chen Fei's words, their
eyes glaring at the big screen.

  After all, in less than half an hour, Chen Fei has beaten Jiangchuan several times
in a row. From the beginning, the Eric incident questioned by Jiang Chuan was directly
slapped by Chen Fei with the TV station's clarifying news.

  To the subsequent incident of seafood poisoning, the TV station news was slapped
again.

  Now, when they heard Chen Fei said to look at the big screen, they couldn't help
but think of the things just now, and looked at Jiang Chuan's face.

  Jiang Chuan at the moment also felt a little uneasy.



  However, he immediately comforted himself in his heart: "It will be fine, just a small
factory, just find a few scapegoats. It is fine with our Jiang family's size and status."

  Just in Jiangchuan's heart After self-consolation, the picture on the big screen
changed again.

  At this moment, the police have entered the sealed building for sewage treatment.

  When the live television footage captured the smelly and disgusting sewage in the
building, although the reporters on the scene could not smell the smell, they could not help
rolling their throats and felt a little vomiting.

  When I think of the seafood I ate, I used the sewage to breed it. Some people
turned blue and their bodies were unsteady.

  At this moment, the live broadcast camera continued to draw closer and captured
various packaging garbage in the sewage. When the words "Jianghuhai Pharmaceutical" on
the packaging bag appeared in front of the screen, everyone couldn't help but have a
change of face and turned their heads immediately. , Looked at Jiangchuan.

  Jiang Chuan also changed his face, and immediately began to justify: "This, this
can't explain anything, this is--"

  However, after Jiang Chuan finished his argument, a voiceover sounded in the
picture, "After the police investigation, the sewage here comes from Jianghuhai
Pharmaceutical Company. The police have ..."

  "This, this--" Jiang Chuan turned pale.

  The reporters were stunned, and then there was a round of clamoring, and all
kinds of problems flooded in.

  At this moment, the live broadcast of everything changed from the factory to a
luxury manor house built on the mountainside.

  Many people recognized this picture as soon as they saw it, and the manor house
was the base camp of the Jiang family.

  The voice-over on the TV broadcast came along with the live broadcast, "The
police have confirmed that this seafood poisoning incident is related to Jianghuhai
Pharmaceutical. Now, the police have sealed and arrested Jiangjia, the owner of Jianghuhai
Pharmaceutical. Now, the police have Arrested Jiang Chongming, Jiang Lingzhi, the main
person in charge of the Jiang family ... "

  " There are still important members of the Jiang family who are still on the run,
wrapped in the rivers and rivers ... If there are clues for the above wanted people, the



citizens can call to provide clues to the police , We will give a cash reward of 100,000 yuan
... "

  Hearing this, everyone's face changed. This is already a wanted order, and
Jiangchuan is no longer a Jiang family major but a wanted criminal.

  For a time, the reporters changed their face, and some began to ask questions,
and some aimed at the 100,000 yuan bonus, and they had begun to call the police to call the
police.

  Seeing Jiangchuan's appearance, his face changed greatly. He didn't expect such
a thing to happen at all, and the whole person was a little dull.

  The bodyguard beside him reminded: "Jiang Shao, we should leave."

  Jiang Chuan has recovered, he is a wanted criminal, he must leave quickly,
otherwise if he is really caught, it will be over

.

  So Jiangchuan quickly ordered: "We leave, go directly to the airport-no, go to the
pier!"

  He wanted to leave the country and leave. Now that the police has issued a
wanted order, the airport cannot obviously go. Therefore, Jiang Chuan wanted to go to the
pier and find a stowaway vessel to leave Xiangjiang.

  As long as he can leave the country, he will have a chance to make a comeback.
After all, over the years, the Jiang family has transferred a lot of domestically accumulated
wealth abroad.

  As long as he successfully leaves, he can live the life of his rich brother abroad.

  "Give up, give me up!" Jiang Chuan's blushing eyes roared at the reporters around
him.

  Some reporters also wanted to stop, but the bodyguards around Jiang Chuan were
not bad. They pushed them away directly, and then escorted Jiang Chuan out of the crowd,
quickly got on the bus and prepared to leave.

  Some reporters with a strong sense of justice gritted their teeth and tried to stop
Jiang Chuan from leaving.

  But they are really not the opponents of the bodyguards of the Xuan class warriors.
They were knocked down before they approached. Then he watched Jiang Chuan enter the
car, closed the door, and started the throttle, ready to escape.



  The car buzzed, and the vehicle had already started, accelerated quickly, and was
about to leave.

  Sitting in the back seat, leaning against the soft leather backrest, Jiang Chuan
couldn't help but relieved, "The car started, and he could escape."

  However, the thought of his father and grandfather were all arrested and destined
to be Jiangchuan, who had been annihilated, had a itch in his teeth, staring at Chen Fei with
resentment and gritted his teeth: "Chen Fei, you blame you. If it weren't for you, how could
our Jiang family end up like this. I must revenge, and I

  must— " Just when Jiang Chuan whispered, the driver suddenly exclaimed,
reducing the speed of the vehicle.

  Jiangchuan seeing, unhappy shouted: "what slowdown, hurry up."

  The driver said: "? Little river front, you look at the front - how can we do,"

  Jiangchuan heard, a closer look and found that the road ahead of the vehicle In the
center, a figure stood abruptly. This figure is not someone else, really Chen Fei, who just
cursed himself just now.

  "Why is he here?" Jiang Chuan wondered.

  You know, when he got on the car, Chen Fei was still at the door of the company.
As a result of the blink of an eye, he appeared in front of the car, which is totally
unreasonable.

  Now, however, clearly not thinking about these when looking for a ruthless
Jiangchuan, teeth and said: ".. Do not slow down, he dared hailed directly hit in the past
killed deserved it" ,

  "little river, my -" The driver hesitated, After all, after hitting it like that, it was a life!
He didn't want to get into a life-saving lawsuit.

  However, Jiang Chuan immediately said: "I hit you, I will give you five million."

  Hearing "five million", the driver's eyes suddenly turned red and nodded. As soon
as he stepped on the accelerator, the speed just reduced Raise it again.

  The car, like a roaring beast, slammed into Chen Fei.

  In such a situation, the passers-by around looked terrified and yelled in horror.

  "Hurry up!"

  "Quick brake, it's a fatal man."



  "Ah!"

  ............ In a scream, Jiang Chuan was crazy, staring at Chen Fei, who was getting
closer and closer, and gritted his teeth. : "The last name is Chen, let me die!"
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With the ferocious anger of Jiangchuan, the car boomed, and it was less than two meters
away from Chen Fei.

  Just before the hard car was about to hit Chen Fei, Chen Fei stood at the spot, his
lips flicked lightly, and a disdainful smile appeared, and then raised his right arm and
punched the car with a bang. come.

  This action made everyone feel confused and worried.

  Jiang Chuan in the car even grinned with a mocking smile: "Fist against the car
and find yourself dead, then don't blame me."

  "Boom!" The

  car roared, and it had reached Chen Fei.

  At this moment, Chen Fei's raised fist fell down and smashed onto the hood of the
car.

  Suddenly, a loud noise rang out, and Jiangchuan felt the car tremble, and the steel
parts seemed to be squeezed by giant force, making a creaking noise.

  The position where the front of the car was hit by Chen Fei's fist. At this moment,
the hood was completely sunken, and the entire front of the car was distorted.

  The huge inertia at the rear of the car keeps the car rolling forward. Therefore, the
car directly flew up and spun in the air. Finally, the car hit the ground and hit the ground.

  The glass shattered, the steel deformed, and blood flowed through the cracks in
the steel.

  At the moment, Chen Fei walked indifferently to the fully deformed vehicle, pulled
the door off, and then pulled the dying Jiangchuan out of the blood.

  "Do you still want to escape?" "You, you ?" It ’s a monster, a monster. You ’re not a
person, you— "The weak Jiangchuan looked at Chen Fei, his eyes full of fright, and his
mouth murmured.



  At this moment, a whistle of sirens approached. Chen Fei mentioned Jiangchuan,
who had passed out, and handed him over to the police.

  Then, Chen Fei clapped his hands and returned to the company.

  The citizens who witnessed this all around were still stunned one by one at this
moment. They couldn't believe what was happening in front of them.

  For these people, Chen Fei is not worried. Director Xu will deal with the situation
here. Moreover, even if they publish what they see, I am afraid most people will not believe
it.

  After all, in this day and age, there are too many strange things, and everyone has
long been surprised.

  Back at the company, Wei Ling glanced at Chen Fei with a blamed look and said,
"Why not shoot early, so risky, what should you do if something happens?"

  Chen Fei touched his nose and said, "This is so handsome Well! Besides, with my
strength, to deal with such small things, there will be no accidents. "

  " You, sometimes look serious, like a hundred-year-old man. Sometimes, like a
few-year-old child, I don't even know what to do What do you say? "Wei Ling said.

  Chen Fei smiled and said, "This shows that I have a rich life!"

  "Okay, Sister Ling, don't say this anymore. This time the Jiang family is down, do
we want to do something." Chen Fei said.

  And Wei Ling is worthy of being a business woman. When Chen Fei said this, his
eyes lit up and said: "Jiangjiang's Jianghuhai Pharmaceutical is the largest pharmaceutical
manufacturer in Xiangjiang. "

  " Now that the Jiang family is over, Xiangjiang's pharmaceutical market will
definitely be affected, so we can take this opportunity to open Chengcheng Pharmacy to

Xiangjiang and occupy the Xiangjiang pharmaceutical market.

  Chen Fei just casually talk about it to change the subject, Wei Ling did not expect
so many things to think about, could not help but exclaimed: "?? The museum opened to
Hong Kong Cheng drug feasible to do"

  ! "Of

  Listening to Sister Ling said, Chen Fei really has The heart moved, "Thinking about
it, you can really open Chengcheng Pharmacy to Xiangjiang."



  Wei Ling is a decisive person, and quickly walked to the office quickly, said: "Since
it is decided, then hurry to arrange. Go back and work out a plan. "

  Chen Fei is also used to Wei Ling's relentless popularity. In these respects, he
can't help, but can only say "Sister Ling is working hard".

  At the same time, the whole Xiangjiang was boiling because of seafood poisoning.

  After all, food safety, whether rich or poor, is a matter of great concern to everyone.
Moreover, this poisoning incident is also related to the Jiang family, such as the Jiang family,
which has caused a lot of heated discussion.

  Almost all of these hot discussions were dissatisfaction and anger at the Jiang
family.

  After all, because of the high drug price, the Jiang family was not good in
Xiangjiang. Now, with such a food safety problem, it is even more annoying to the citizens of
Xiangjiang.

  Countless citizens voiced in various channels, demanding severe punishment of
the Jiang family.

  Just when many citizens demanded severe punishment of the Jiang family, the
focus of the work of Xu, the police station, was now transferred to the Xiangjiang Central
Hospital.

  After all, people have already caught them, and severely punishing them is a sure
thing. But the poisoned patients are still a true and false in the past two days. In particular,
the number of patients with that particular toxin has risen to 70 or 80. As for the hospital, no
solution has been found.

  Such a situation made Director Xu very worried and could only ask Chen Fei for
help.

  Chen Feifei quickly rushed to the hospital, checked the patient's condition, and his
face sank. "The situation is a bit serious. This group of patients can last up to a week."

  "A week, this, this should be What should I do? "Director Xu was anxious.

  Chen Feidao: "Secretary Xu, the recipe information, what do you get from the
police?"

  Xu Xu looked serious and shook his head: "After sealing the factory and the Jiang
family, we immediately sent relevant professionals to search for the information, but all of
them No formula information was found. "



  " Without a formula, I would not be able to administer the medicine within a short
period of time, and the situation was very difficult. "Chen Fei said solemnly, and immediately
thought of something, said," Is there anything that I caught Information? "

  Xu Director said:" Our people have been interrogating. But Jiang Chongming and
Jiang Lingzhi didn't say anything and said they didn't know the recipe. "

  " What! "Chen Fei frowned for a while, then said," Take me to see "

  " Hmm! "Director Xu nodded, and then left the hospital with Chen Fei, came to the
Xiangjiang police station, the two went straight to the interrogation room of Jiang Chongming
and Jiang Lingzhi.

  To prevent confessions, the two interrogation rooms are separate, with two police
officers each interrogating.

  It's just that Jiang Chongming and Jiang Lingzhi are obviously old fritters. When
faced with police interrogation, they kept silent or didn't know, and they barely revealed any
useful information.
.
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When Chen Fei and Director Xu came to Jiang Chongming's interrogation room, the
80-year-old man, sitting in a chair with his eyes closed, said nothing and didn't mean
anything.

  The two policemen who interrogated in front of him did not get any answers to their
inquiries, but they had no choice.

  Seeing Director Xu coming, the two quickly got up, "Director Xu, you are here."

  Director Xu asked, "How are you doing?" The

  two shook their heads.

  This kind of result was expected by Director Xu. He didn't say much. He just waved
his hand and said: "You go out, then, let me have it interrogated." The

  two turned and went out, but saw Director Xu's side Chen Fei couldn't help but
show his doubts, and asked, "Director Xu, this is Mr. Chen, how did

  he-- " Director Xu didn't explain, but just said: "Mr. Chen is a person in the industry,
there is no violation, you Don't worry. "

  As it was, the two didn't say much and went out.



  Chen Fei and Director Xu sat across from Jiang Chongming. The old man still did
not speak, even did not open his eyes, completely ignoring their existence.

  Upon seeing this, Director Xu could not help frowning, and was considering how to
open the question.

  At this time, Chen Fei took the lead and said, "Jiang Chongming, right, I won't be
cornering you anymore. I'm asking you, where is the drug formula produced by the sewage
treatment plant?"

  Jiang Chongming didn't respond, and it seemed that he didn't hear Chen at all.
Fei's question is average.

  Chen Fei continued: "You open your eyes to see who I am? I'm Chen Fei who
made your Jiang family fall like this."

  When this remark came out, even Chongming, who kept his eyes closed, opened
his eyes at the moment and looked at Chen Fei. There was a touch of resentment in his
eyes, and then he said coldly: "I know you are Chen Fei. You will pay the price for my Jiang
family. "

  " I harmed your Jiang family, huh, it's ridiculous. Why don't you say how many
innocent citizens have been harmed by your Jiang family? "Chen Fei asked coldly," When
When you saw the poisoned patients lying in the hospital, do you think that your Jiang family
would pay the price? "

  Jiang Chongming looked serious and shook his head." The poisoning incident has
nothing to do with our Jiang family, we are wronged. "

  " Injustice! The evidence is solid. Do you think that you can't laugh at this? "Chen
Feidao said.

  Jiang Chongming firm said: ".. Qingzheziqing, I will not admit guilt but also our river
house, you can never expect from my mouth sets out what, I will not open,"

  which refuses to acknowledge the intransigence So that Director Xu was so angry
that he could n’t help but slap it on the table and said angrily: “Jiang Chongming, there are
now hundreds of poisoned patients in the hospital who are in urgent need of treatment. If
you do n’t disclose the drug formula, we ca n’t treat it right. You This is the life that killed
hundreds of people. Do n’t you have any guilt in your heart? ”

  Faced with the question from Director Xu, Jiang Chongming did n’t feel any guilt.
Instead, he said indifferently:“ Your interrogation attitude is already suspected of torture. I
responded to this with my lawyer. "

  " I already said that our Jiang family was wronged. The poisoning incident has
nothing to do with us, and I don't know any formula. "



  " You-- "facing Jiang Chongming The oil and salt did not enter, Director Xu was
furious, but there was no way.

  Xu Juzhang ready to open again in the

mouth when Chen Fei stood up, the channel: "Xuju Chang, a very stubborn old man,
not a waste of breath, he will not open let's go!"

  With that said, Chen Fei is leaving.

  "But--" Director Xu was shocked when he saw it.

  However, he saw Chen Fei winked at him, so he didn't ask much and got up to
leave.

  The attitude of the two people surprised Jiang Chongming. But he was also happy
to see such a result, and was ready to close his eyes and recuperate.

  But just when Chen Fei went out, Chen Fei looked at Jiang Chongming and said, "I
hope you won't ask for confession yourself."

  Jiang Chongming heard the words, and the eyes that were about to be closed
could not help but blink. With a hint of doubt. At the same time, he felt a sense of vigilance in
his heart.

  This guy Chen Fei, who upset their Jiang family by themselves, is so bad that it is
definitely not good. What he just said, it seems that you have other intentions.

  When he thought of Jiang Chongming's nervousness, he shouted: "I want to see
my lawyer, I suspect they want torture to

  confess, and I demand-- " However, when he cried halfway, Jiang Chongming
suddenly felt his throat tighten. , The voice in the throat couldn't shout out at all. Then his
face became pale. On the forehead, the bean-sized sweat beads rolled down, and the whole
person's face was filled with pain.

  "I, this--" The body's discomfort is getting stronger and stronger, and Jiang
Chongming's face is getting more and more ugly.

  At this time, Director Xu, who saw such a picture in the monitoring room, could not
help but look nervous, and looked at Chen Fei, said: "Mr. Chen, this, this will not happen."

  "Relax, he can't die. "Chen Feidao."

  Director Xu heard that his heart was a little relaxed, but he was still a little worried,
"In this case, Jiang Chongming will not sue us for torture and force confession?"



  "Extortion by torture? Does he have evidence? The scene just now, the
surveillance video has been filmed, but we haven't even touched his people, how can the
torture be used for torture." Chen Feidao.

  Director Xu nodded and looked at Chen Fei's gaze at the moment, even more in
awe. After all, Chen Fei didn't even touch Jiang Chongming's body, and the result turned
Jiang Chongming into this way. This method is really terrible.

  At this moment, Jiang Chongming seemed to be intolerable, and squeezed out a
few vague words from his throat: "I said, I said, I said everything, call the doctor, hurry up."

  Chen Feijian

  Then he said, "It's time for us to play." Then, the two entered the interrogation room
again.

  Jiang Chongming looked pale, strangled his throat, and cried out.

  Chen Fei's palm raised Yang Jiang Chongming's discovery, and an invisible breath
came across Jiang Chongming.

  Suddenly, the painful Jiang Chongming felt that his body was soft, and the whole
person was relaxed, breathing heavily.

  When he gasped for a while, Chen Fei said coldly, "Say!"

  Jiang Chongming's eyes flashed, a strange color appeared on his face, and he
said, "You are using illegal means to force confessions against me. I want to sue you! "

  " I haven't even touched you. Do you think the judge will believe this is torture?
"Chen Feidao said.

  "This--" Jiang Chongming thought of the scene just now, and looked at Chen Fei
with a strange look.
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After all, when Chen Fei just went out, he didn't touch him at all, he just said a word, and
then he was like that.

  Now, Chen Fei just came in and lightly bounced him, or he was cured without
touching him. This magical method made Jiang Chongming feel a little scary.

  For a time, he hesitated.



  At this time, Chen Fei looked down, stood up, and said in a cold voice: "I'm fine to
play games with you, since you don't say it, then we will go. You have to remember, there
was no good thing That's it. "

  After that, Chen Fei and Director Xu had to leave again.

  At this time, Jiang Chongming felt a different kind of breath lingering from the top of
his head, the whole body was cold, and felt an inexplicable fear of chills flooding his heart.

  This feeling made Jiang Chongming very uneasy.

  He didn't want to feel the feeling of horror and suffocation just now. Before Chen
Fei went out, he hurriedly said: "I said, I said."

  "Really?" Chen Fei stared at Jiang Chongming, coldly. .

  Jiang Chongming nodded quickly, and then said: "I admit that the seafood
poisoning incident is related to our

  Jianghuhai Pharmaceuticals. It is caused by our sewage." For this, Director Xu and
Chen Fei did not react very much. After all, even if Jiang Chongming did not admit it, it would
not affect the qualitative nature of the matter. The poisoning incident is already conclusive
evidence, and Jianghuhai Pharmaceutical cannot escape anyway.

  Therefore, the two did not struggle with this point, and Chen Fei directly asked:
"The pharmaceutical formula we want is the key to curing the disease and saving people."

  "Formulation!" Jiang Chongming's face was a bit ugly when he mentioned these
two words .

  Chen Fei looked sad and said coldly: "Why, don't you want to say?"

  Jiang Chongming quickly waved his hand and said: "No, it's not that I don't want to
say, I really don't know the formula of the drug. There is no way to tell you the formula."

  "You are the owner of Jianghuhai Pharmaceutical, how come you don't know the
formula ? "Director Xu yelled angrily.

  Jiang Chongming said with a bitter smile on his face, saying: "We Jianghuhai
Pharmaceutical is not small, but you all know that our main business is to produce drugs for
foreign pharmaceutical companies, and the side business is to produce some patent rights.
Simple drugs. "

  " So, the formula you need has always been in the hands of foreign pharmaceutical
companies, and we don't know. "

  " Foreign pharmaceutical companies? Are you talking about Bald Eagle
Pharmaceuticals in the US? "Chen Feidao.



  Jiang Chongming nodded and said: "Our main agent of Jianghuhai Pharmaceutical
is the medicines of Bald Eagle Pharmaceuticals. American pharmaceutical companies take
the formula patent very seriously. This kind of secret information has always been sent
directly from the headquarters to manage it. We Huaxia people have no access to formula
information at all. "

  Hearing this, Director Xu and Chen Fei could not help frowning for a while, and the
expression on their faces was a bit gloomy.

  "So what is the name of the foreigner who knows the formula, where is it now?"
Chen Fei asked.

  Jiang Chongming hesitated, but immediately said: "His name is Hank, a special
clerk sent by the American Bald Eagle Pharmaceutical to manage Asian affairs. The
corresponding formulas are all in his hands. He is still in Xiangjiang. Live in the Emperor
Hotel. "

  " Hanke, Emperor Hotel. "

  Without Chen Feiduo said, Director Xu immediately sent someone to investigate
the relevant information.

  Subsequently, two

people also asked a lot, but no more information. So, the two left here and went to
Jiang Lingzhi, where they interrogated in the same way. From Jiang Lingzhi's mouth, they
also got the same information.

  At this point, it is almost certain that the Jiang family did not know the formula of
the drug. The formula is in the hands of the special clerk of the bald eagle pharmaceutical
company called Hank.

  At this time, the situation that Xu Xu sent someone to investigate also returned,
"Hanke lives in the presidential suite on the top floor of the Emperor Hotel."

  Chen Fei said with a

  sinking face, "We will go over immediately." Xu Xu nodded and hurried Dispatched
and rushed to the Emperor Hotel.

  Coming to the door of the hotel, the hotel lobby manager was a foreigner who had
conflicts with Chen Fei before. When he saw Chen Fei coming, he couldn't help but look
down, and his expression was a bit ugly.

  But at this moment, Chen Fei didn't even care about him, and they went directly to
the presidential suite with Director Xu.



  Before coming to the luxurious presidential suite, Director Xu knocked on the door,
and after a while, there was a response.

  A woman in a maid costume opened the door blushing, looking at the uniformed
Xu Director and others at the door, and could not help but look surprised. "You are--"

  "I am Xu from the Xiangjiang Police Station Director, I would like to see Mr. Hank.
"Director Xu showed his ID and spoke.

  The maid pretends to look inside and hears a voice of "let them come in" before
opening the door and allowing Chen Fei and Xu Director to enter the room.

  The Presidential Suite is naturally luxurious.

  That Hank, about fifty years old, blonde, with a somewhat blessed figure, leaned
on a soft sofa, with a sexy Asian girl in her arms, and her big hands were unscrupulously
groping on the girl.

  Even if Chen Fei and Director Xu arrived, he did not stop him from moving, but
instead he felt more and more vigorous.

  Xuju Chang Chen Fei sat down and did not let mean, Hank embrace of beauty,
glanced at the two one, said: "? Two came to me, what is it you '

  ." Mr. Hank, what is this recently, We had a seafood poisoning incident in
Xiangjiang, and after our investigation, we found that ... "Director Xu quickly told the matter
and said his intention.

  After Hank listened, he asked the sexy girl to give herself a sip of red wine, and
then nodded: "I understand, you are here to let me tell you the drug formula."

  "Yes, Han Mr. Ke, this is related to the lives of hundreds of Xiangjiang citizens.
Please also ask Mr. Hank— "Xu Director said.

  However, before he finished, Hank sneered and directly interrupted Director Xu ’s
words, “Director Xu, I do n’t know the lives of hundreds of people. All I want to say is that this
formula is the top secret of our Bald Eagle Pharmaceutical Information cannot be leaked,
especially you Huaxia people. "

  " After all, your skill

  in copying things is famous all over the world. " Putting Hank's ridicule aside,
Director Xu said seriously:" Mr. Hank We can assure you that we will never use the drug
formula in other places except for this treatment to save people. "

  " Oh, your Chinese promise, I will not believe it. "Hank shook his head. .



  Director Xu said: "Does Mr. Hank really want to see hundreds of lives lost as a
result?"

  Hank took a sip of red wine indifferently and said lightly: "This is your business, it
has nothing to do with me . "
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Chen Fei held back the anger in his heart, stared at Hank, and said with a deep voice: "Mr.
Hank, you are also holding a position in Jianghuhai Pharmaceutical. If you look closely at
this matter, you also have to bear certain responsibilities."

  Han Ke Wenyan raised his eyebrows and said in a cold voice: "Are you threatening
me?"

  "Do not say how much responsibility do I have for my position in Jianghuhai
Pharmaceutical, even if I am really responsible, It is not your turn to come to China for trial. I
am from the United States, and I will be held accountable, which is what happened after I
returned to the United States. "

  For the attitude of Hank, Chen Fei and Director Xu were really angry.

  In the eyes of the two, looking at Hank's eyes, it almost burst into flames.

  Even Director Xu, who has always been calm, is facing the pressure of hundreds of
compatriots' lives at this moment, he can't wait to start directing Hank to tell him the drug
formula.

  Hank also felt the terrible breath of the two, and could not help frowning, and then
said in cold voice: "I advise you not to think about using hard means. Otherwise, things will
get bigger, and that will be diplomatic trouble. And, I invite Your

  VIP is coming soon, you better not act rashly. " " Gui VIP? "The door bell rang
again when Chen Fei and Director Xu frowned.

  This time, Hank got up and opened the door himself, and then smiled and
welcomed a grey-haired foreigner in his fifties.

  Chen Fei felt very strange to this foreigner, but Director Xu's complexion
immediately changed, "How is he?"

  "Who is he?" Chen Fei asked.

  Director Xu said: "He is Defoe, the person of the United States in our Chinese
embassy."



  Needless to say, as soon as Chen Fei heard this post, he understood what was
going on. This Defoe, maybe the position is not high. But he is a member of the embassy of
the United States, which also represents the official face of the United States.

  His arrival made things complicated.

  By this time, the Defoe also found in the house of Chen Fei and Xu Juzhang, could
not help but feel a little strange, asked aloud: "? Hank, these two are"

  Hank smile on his face as soon as Di Fu introduced a lot, the way the two men had
come to say it again, then smiles: ".. Mr. Defoe, I am a United States of citizens of my
interests in China, hoping guaranteed embassy"

  "that is a matter of course ”Defoe nodded, then glanced at Chen Fei and Director
Xu intentionally or unintentionally, and said proudly,“ Our citizens of the United States, no
matter where they are in the world, are members of our country. And property security. No
one or any organization is allowed to force our citizens of the United States to do anything
that does not meet his wishes in any name. "

  This is obviously what Chen Fei and Director Xu said.

  Hank was also cold-faced at this time, "Two, I'm going to have lunch with Mr.
Defoe. Please come back."

  Director Xu was anxious and hated and gritted his teeth: "Mr. Defoe, Mr. Hank."
The formulation of this drug involves hundreds of lives. Even from a humanitarian
perspective, the two can't just sit back and ignore it. "

  Hank said dissatisfiedly:" Director Xu, if you get entangled again, I will call the
police. "

  Defoe is not salty not pale and said:." the United States has always been our
attention to the humanitarian, for which I would react to the domestic situation of Xu Juzhang
not worry

., can wait for our response. "

  this response, almost let Xu Juzhang Fury, it's time to hit someone.

  But at this moment, his cell phone rang. When he looked at the number, Director
Xu couldn't help being surprised and quickly connected the phone.

  After some words, Director Xu looked dull and angry, but he had no choice but to
withdraw from the presidential suite. He said helplessly: "My head called and said that he
attached great importance to this matter. Let us never do it. Things that are overstepped are
likely to cause diplomatic disputes. "

  Chen Fei heard that there was silence for a while, and he looked very ugly.



  With his strength, direct persecution is obviously the easiest and most convenient
way.

  But in this way, the consequences are also the most serious. Eventually, I am
afraid that it will make things worse and hard to end. You must think of a way that is small
and convenient.

  It's just that there is no easy way to think of the best of both worlds.

  When Chen Fei was anxious, he saw the hotel's service staff pushing the dining
car towards Hank's suite.

  Upon seeing this, Chen Fei couldn't help but seemed to think of something, and
said to Secretary Xu: "Secretary Xu, you go back first, I still have something to do."

  "Mr. Chen, please don't be impulsive, if it is—" Director Xu Some were worried that
Chen Fei was directly angry at Hank and Defoe. After all, such a violent institution as
Linglong, this kind of thing can be done.

  However, Chen Fei gave him a reassuring look, patted his shoulder, and said:
"Relax, I have a decent size."

  Director Xu nodded and took the people away.

  Then, Chen Fei flashed, and quietly followed the dining car in the corridor.

  In the presidential suite, Defoe and Hank sat opposite each other. A beautiful
woman stood beside each other, serving the two to eat and drink.

  Hank raised a glass to Defoe: "Mr. Defoe, thanks to you, I sent the two Chinese
people away."

  Defoe smiled and said: "Behind Mr. Hank is Bald Eagle Pharmaceutical, even
without me, he will not be afraid of these two Chinese."

  "Haha, Mr. Defoe's credit is indelible." Fu touched the cup, then drained, hearty
expression, "two Chinese people is ridiculous, I'm going to tell them that the drug
formulation, is simply nonsense." "that

  is, how much technology they are Copycat ours, and now want to steal our
formula, it is really abominable. "Difu echoed.

  "Despicable thieves must never let them master the technology of our country,"
Hank said fiercely.



  "That is, what their life and death of the Chinese people have to do with us. What
humanitarian spirit do they say, it is ridiculous to ask us to consider their life and death,"
Defoe said with a toast.

  "Ridiculous, they are just a bunch of ridiculous guys." The two clink glasses and
drink happily.

  After drinking almost, the two began to eat.

  Defoe was holding a knife and fork, ready to sip, but when he looked at the various
seafood in the plate, he couldn't help but feel a bit stubborn. After all, the incident of seafood
poisoning is still spreading. At this time, eating seafood is really uncomfortable.

  Upon seeing this, Hank understood Defoe ’s worries and quickly explained: “Mr.
Defoe, do n’t worry. These seafood are not poisonous seafood from Xiangjiang, but
high-quality goods specially air-freighted from our country, and will not be toxic. "

  After finishing talking, Hank took a bite of himself, and seemed to be doing a
demonstration for Defoe.
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Hank did all this, and Defoe naturally said nothing, and the seafood was really good, looking
delicious.

  As a result, Defoe quickly got up.

  While eating, he also thumbs up and praised, saying the seafood tastes very good.

  Hank naturally flattered Defoe's words, saying that after returning to the United
States, he must get more seafood for Defoe.

  The two chatted while eating, and after they were full of food and drink, their
irresistible thoughts began to surge.

  Hanke Ma knowing on Defoe for the channel:. "Mr. Defoe, I'm with a spare room if
you do not mind, I went to the room and take a break to let Mo Lina serve your.."

  Then, Hank gestured to the girl. The sexy girl suddenly smiled and took Defoe's
wrist into the room.

  Defoe looked into the back, Hank mouth revealing a hint of a smile, then grabbed
his side's maid girl, big hands kneading blunt up, "Hannah, we also went to the room to rest
it."



  Girl cutesy With a smile, he gently pushed Hank's chest and grinned: "Mr. Hank,
you are full, people are still hungry."

  Hank likes the girl's coy and cute look , sudden heart flame flourished, one will be
picked up Hannah down the middle, walked directly toward the bedroom, "the little beauty,
where are you hungry ah! I'll feed you will."

  smiles tenderly maid girl suddenly burst giggle, Shyly hammered Hank's chest,
making Hank laugh.

  However, just when Hank excitedly took the girl to the bedroom door, preparing for
the Spring Festival.

  Suddenly, in the bedroom opposite, a painful scream came suddenly, and then
there was a cry from the girl "ah".

  Hank could hear that it was Defoe's voice. He was shocked, and he couldn't care
about the beauties in his arms. He put Hanna down and rushed towards the bedroom. "Mr.
Defoe, what's wrong with you?"

  Opening the door of the bedroom, Hank saw Defoe huddled down on the ground,
his face was pale, the big sweat beads, and each one slipped down, and the whole person's
cheeks were wrinkled, almost no appearance.

  The sexy girl sat on the bed in horror, and the whole person was shocked. She
didn't even notice that she was naked at the moment.

  "What happened to Mr. Defoe, what happened?" Hank asked the sexy girl sharply
as he went to help Defoe.

  The girl was terrified and shook her head: "I, I don't know. Just now, Mr. Defoe was
on me, and he suddenly rolled to the ground, and that's it."

  "You--" Hank almost angered It was about to hit someone, but at this moment, he
suddenly felt a cramp in his abdomen.

  An unbearable pain struck Hank with a scream, and the whole person paused
uncontrollably. Immediately, his forehead was cold and sweating, his face pale, and the
whole person felt a sense of weakness.

  This situation is almost the same as Defoe's symptoms.

  At this time, the maid pretending to be a girl was also stunned, and quickly came
forward and asked: "Mr. Hank, what's wrong with you

  , I-- " Hank endured the pain and gritted his teeth: "Come on, call the doctor, Hurry
up. "



  " Yes, I'll call right away, right away! "The maid pretending to rush out of the

bedroom in a panic , preparing to go to the living room to get a call.

  But as soon as she went out, there was a "bang" sound of falling heavy objects.
Then, there was no sound.

  Shocked in Hank's heart, he shouted, "Hannah, what are you doing, did you call?
Hannah!"

  However, there was no response.

  This situation surprised Hank, and he felt a cold chill coming from the spine, and
the whole person felt an inexplicable chill.

  "Molina, you go out and see." Hank commanded the dazed sexy beauty on the
bed, holding back the pain.

  However, this sexy girl has not moved.

  A figure came into the room and said lightly: "No more."

  Then, the figure flickered to the sexy girl's bed. With a snap, Hank couldn't see the
figure's shot at all, and Molina collapsed. .

  Both girls fell, leaving the miserable Defoe and Hank in the room, and the unknown
figure. This made Hank and Defoe feel a sense of fear.

  "You, who the hell are you? Do you know who we are, we--" Hank stared at the
figure's back and gritted his teeth.

  However, before he finished, the figure turned to reveal a young cheek.

  Suddenly, both Hank and Defoe's faces changed, squatting on the ground, looking
up at this face, gritted their teeth and said: "It's you, Chen Fei."

  "You poisoned us?" Hank gritted.

  Defoe also said: "I'm from the embassy of the United States. You are a provocation
to our official state of the United States. We will not give up on this matter."

  Chen Fei looked at the two of them, his mouth raised, revealing a touch A faint
smile, said: "Mr. Hank, Mr. Defoe, your words are serious. I did not poison you, nor did I
mean to provoke the official of the United States. This big hat, you can not just casually Put it
on me! "

  Hank gritted his teeth and said: "You want to deny it, the evidence is solid. You
hurry up and treat us now, maybe we can still open the net to you."



  Defoe heard the words and nodded.

  Chen Fei looked like a pity and spread his hands and said: "The two of them have
wronged me, I am really disappointed! Originally, I was prepared to treat the two with the
spirit of international humanitarianism, but since the two That being said, then I can only say
goodbye. "

  Then, Chen Fei was about to leave.

  Upon seeing this, Hank and Defoe were really scared. If Chen Fei left, the two girls
would be unconscious again. The two of them might actually die here. After all, when Hank
took the presidential suite, he had already told the hotel staff that he could not enter his room
without his own orders.

  Thinking of this, Hank was a little anxious and quickly shouted: "You stop, I, we will
not wrong you, you will cure us quickly."

  After that, Hank blinked at Defoe, Defoe knew, and quickly said: "This matter has
nothing to do with you, we will remember your kindness to save us."

  Wen Yan, Chen Fei smiled, "These two words are like what people say! In this
case, I really want to cure the second Alright. "

  " Then you are going to heal! "Defoe and Hank almost spit fire in their eyes.

  But at the moment, Chen Fei suddenly sighed, and then spread his hand and
shook his head: "From my personal point of view, I really want to treat the two. But it is really
helpless that I can't help the two of them! ”

Chapter 1000
"You--" Hank didn't expect to serve himself softly. In exchange for this result, he suddenly
became furious, staring at Chen Fei fiercely, gritting his teeth and saying, "Are you kidding
us?"

  Defoe was also angry, and said: "I am a member of the government of the United
States of America. If something happened in Xiangjiang, do you know what serious
consequences it would cause?"

  Chen Fei, who was wronged, spread his hand and said: "Mr. Dee Fu, I don't want
to see That kind of result. It's just the condition of you two, I really can't do anything! "

  Feeling more and more physical pain, Defoe didn't want to argue with Chen
Feiduo, but said aloud:" What is our condition? " "



  Poisoned!" Chen Fei said directly.

  Upon hearing this, Hank suddenly burst out, "You still said you didn't poison us,
why now--"

  "Mr. Hank, I said you are poisoned, doesn't it mean I'm poisoned! You want to
engage Know the difference! It seems that Mr. Hank's Chinese level still needs to be
improved! "Chen Feidao.

  Defoe said with a sullen face: "How did we get poisoned?"

  Chen Fei opened the door and pointed to the dining table in the living room,

  saying : "That, what you just ate." "You mean, we just ate Seafood is poisonous,
"Hank said, and then shook his head again and again." This is impossible. That's because I
specially sent someone to order air transportation from the United States. It can't be
poisonous. You are talking nonsense. "

  Chen Fei waved his hand and said," The seafood in the United States has No
poison, I do n’t know. But the symptoms of the two at this time are very similar to the
symptoms of the recent seafood poisoning in Xiangjiang! "During the

  speech, Chen Fei turned on the TV.

  Among the news channels, seafood poisoning incidents continue to be broadcast.
Among them, the description of the patient's symptoms and the symptoms of the two people
at the moment can be said to be the same.

  Seeing this, Hank and Defoe suddenly looked down.

  Defoe was a little panicked and said: "If we are seafood poisoning, you should be
able to cure it. Isn't it that you have cured some of the patients?"

  Chen Fei said regretfully, "Mr. Defoe, I am very sorry. I cured some patients, but
there are other patients whose toxin components are difficult to determine, so there is no
cure. Unfortunately, the two of you are the same people. "

  " How come? "Difu panicked.

  But Hank did not know what he meant. He sank a bit and said, "Chen Fei, you are
lying to us. You said that the two of us are those special patients. They just wanted me to tell
you the drug formula. Your purpose, I can see through it. You die this heart, I will not disclose
the formula. "

  Chen Fei sighed, said:" Mr. Hank said yes, I really want to know the formula of the
drug. Because only by knowing the drug formula can we figure out what the toxin is, and



finally take the right medicine to cure the patient's disease. Of course, including the two of
you. "

  " If Mr. Hank insists not to say, then I can't help "Chen Fei spread his hand, and
then looked at Defoe.

  Defoe's face was a little unusual.

  Hank argued: "Mr. Defoe, he lied to us, you don't want to be fooled. This is a
five-star hotel, we can't eat poisonous seafood

."

  "And, even if it is really poisoned . As long as we return to the rice country, we can
find a cure. "

  " Really? Then wish the two of you good luck and return to the rice country as soon
as possible to cure the disease. "Chen Fei spread his hand, ready to leave.

  Hank didn't speak, and at the moment, Defoe suddenly felt another twitching pain
in his body. The whole person could hardly bear the severe pain, and the five internal organs
were twisted and twisted together. Qing pain.

  At this time, Chen Fei turned around and said: "Oh, I forgot to remind the two of
you. This special toxin seafood, ordinary patients, under my medicine, can support a week.
But if there is no mine If the drug is supported, I am afraid it will not work for at most two
days. "

  " This-"Defoe heard, and his face was somber.

  Chen Fei continued: "However, within two days, it should be enough for Mr. Hank
and Mr. Defoe to fly back to the United States for treatment."

  "Of course, it also needs someone to find the two in time. Then the bumps on the
plane will not be affected. The two's condition is aggravated. I can't predict this probability. I
can only wish the two good luck. "Then, Chen Fei smiled at the two and waved his hand to
leave.

  Hank looked somber and silent.

  Defoe was constantly changing his face, engaging in thought battles.

  At this time, Chen Fei, who walked to the door, opened the door and said, "Mr.
Hank and Mr. Defoe have beautiful women by their side. It seems that they should enjoy it a
lot and it is not convenient for outsiders to disturb. The door is locked. "

  " Yes, this room has good sound insulation. The two of you can enjoy it at that time.
No matter how loud the sound is, it won't be heard by others. "



  After that, Chen Fei was ready to leave At the last moment of closing the door, he
seemed to think of something, and added a sentence, "Oh, I forgot to tell the two. The line
and signal tower are being repaired near the Emperor Hotel. I am afraid that my mobile
phone and phone will not be available for a short time Well, if the two want to call, just wait
for a long time. "

  " Bye, I wish the two have a good time. "Chen Fei bowed his hands and left before
closing the door.

  At this time, Defoe finally could not carry, shouted out, "Do not leave, Mr. Chen,
you do not leave, save us. What do you want, we promise you."

  Would be shut down in the mouth to reveal Chen Fei With a smile, he stopped and
turned to look at Defoe, saying, "Is Mr. Defoe true? To give the two patients a cure, I need
the formula for that medicine! But Mr. Hank just said , He did n’t want to— ”

  Defoe quickly looked at Hank and said,“ Hanke, hurry, please tell him the formula,
hurry up. ”

  “ Mr. Defoe, this, this— ”Hank hesitated Undecided, unwilling to speak.

  Defoe was really anxious and shouted: "Hanke, you hesitate anymore, both of us
are going to die here."

  As a member of the Embassy of the United States, he did not want to lose himself
for Hank's so-called trade secret Life.

  Hank looked very embarrassed, "Mr. Defoe, what he said is not necessarily true.
We are unlikely to be poisoned by the poisoned seafood, he--"

  "I don't want to lose my life here, whether it is true "Defoe was angry and shouted
sharply," Hanke, if I died here because of your hesitation. Do you know, what consequences
will your Bald Eagle Pharmaceutical suffer? "

Chapter 1001
Hearing this, Defoe shuddered and his face changed a little.

  After all, Defoe is a government worker. If he is strong, he is just a commercial
company. It is impossible to confront the government.

  Defoe saw Hank ’s intentions and continued to persuade: “Hanke, Mr. Chen has
promised before that he wo n’t disclose your company ’s formula. And, if you step back,
even if your company ’s superior wants to chase Duty, I will explain to you. You will not be
punished. "



  " This-- "Hank really moved.

  Defoe then gives the final blow, "And if you do not give prescriptions, eventually,
you will die here. Do you think that your company executives, you will be touched by the
death of it? '

  Concern For his own interests, Hank could no longer control it, and quickly said: "I
said, I am willing to say."

  Chen Fei's eyes lit up, said : "Then you say."

  Hank pointed to his The bedroom said, "I don't understand the formula of the drug.
The information is in the lockbox in my bedroom."

  Chen Fei then brought the lockbox and asked Hank to open it. Immediately, Chen
Fei shot all the drug formulation information and sent it directly to Director Xu, so that they
could immediately arrange professionals to analyze and crack.

  After all, the materials are all in professional English and complex organic chemical
formulas, Chen Fei looked confused.

  Soon, there was a rough judgment from the professionals over Director Xu's side.
This formula should be true. Chen Fei nodded immediately.

  Hank immediately said: "The formula tells you, now, you can cure us!"

  Chen Feidao: "It takes a while to develop the antidote according to the formula."

  "You--" Hank thought Chen Fei turned over and did not recognize anyone, almost
angered.

  Chen Fei glared at him, and said: "What you worry, I have not finished yet,
although I can not cure you, but the drug can relieve your condition!."

  "Quick, give us drugs now. "Difu was in a hurry and quickly said.

  Chen Fei did not delay and found two pills and handed them to them.

  At the moment, the two did not care about the unpleasant smell of the pill, they
directly shot in the mouth and swallowed hard.

  After a short delay, the two felt a warm current in their abdomen, and the
unbearable pain seemed to relieve a lot.

  This time, the two could not help but relieved.



  Chen Fei immediately resigned: "The two of you will have a good care these days,
I will go back to develop an antidote." The

  two of them can say nothing but nod and watch Chen Fei leave.

  However, Hank's eyes looked very gloomy, with a strong resentment.

  But at this time, Chen Fei, who walked to the door, suddenly turned around with a
wicked smile and said, "Oh, before the complete cure, I advise the two of you not to have
other thoughts. Otherwise, it will be self-defeating, Even if it is me, I'm afraid I can't get back
to life. "

  " Sometimes ago, the two of the children's Eric on the TV can be seen. "

  After that, Chen Fei went out and left.

  Inside, leave Defoe and Hank looking at each other.

  Hank was full of resentment, and said sternly: "This guy, too cunning, even counts
us. I won't let him go."

  Then, Hank touched the phone and wanted to make a call

Then contact your own person.

  But at this time, Defoe blocked: "Hanke, didn't you hear what Chen Fei just said,
don't act rashly."

  " But- " Hank was resentful in his heart.

  Defoe said: "Let's search for what Eric's thing is, let's talk about it."

  Then, the two connected to the Internet and searched for Eric's things. Soon, they
figured out the cause and effect of the matter.

  Eric was initially ill because of poisonous seafood. He was cured by Chen Fei for
the first time, but his parents did not give him the medicine as Chen Fei told him. Chen Fei
was even discredited in the media.

  As a result, Eric's condition relapsed, and ultimately even Dr. Marcus was helpless.
Chen Fei shot again before he cured the child.

  After reading, both of them changed their faces.

  Defoe snapped the phone in Hank's hand and said nervously: "Don't act rashly.
Don't annoy Chen Fei until we fully recover."



  Hank's face was as thick as water, and there was a feeling of weakness in his heart
.

  The two of them collapsed on the carpet in the room.

  At this time, Chen Fei had left the hotel and hurried back quickly.

  As soon as he returned to the hospital, Director Xu greeted him with a look of
surprise. "Mr. Chen, how did you get that formula?"

  Chen Fei did not answer, but asked, "How is the formula confirmed?"

  Director Xu nodded. Tao: "The experts of the hospital and the professors of
Xiangjiang University have confirmed it together. I have just made a cross-comparison with
the toxins in seafood, and I can confirm that it is that kind of substance."

  "Very good, confirmed the substance. Next, I can take the right medicine and
develop an antidote." Chen Feidao.

  Director Xu also nodded quickly, and then asked again, "Mr. Chen, how did Hank
tell you the formula?"

  "We talk while walking." Chen Fei and Director Xu talked while walking towards the
laboratory The whole process.

  It turned out that when Chen Fei left at that time, he was inspired to see the
seafood in the dining car in the corridor, so he secretly added something to the seafood.

  After letting Hank and Defoe eat it, it produces a similar effect to poisonous
seafood, and then threatens Hank to hand over the recipe.

  In order to protect himself, and not to convict government officials such as Defoe,
Hank eventually failed to resist and handed over the formula.

  After Director Xu heard it, he applauded and was very excited.

  One day later, Chen Fei successfully developed an antidote against the last special
toxin, and healed the most dangerous hundreds of patients.

  Of course, Chen Fei did not forget Defoe and Hank, and specially sent them a
specially prepared "antidote". After the two took them, their bodies finally recovered.

  After recovery, the two immediately left Xiangjiang and went back to the United
States. It seems that it is time to report things here.

  Chen Fei solved things in the hospital, but he didn't relax.



  That's because, during this time, Wei Ling had already given Zhang Luo the
opening of the branch of Chengyao in Xiangjiang. The store was decorated with everything
and was waiting for its opening.

  On the opening day, Chen Fei and Wei Ling also thought about it. After discussing
for a while, they finally decided on a plan.

  That is, on the day of opening, let Chengcheng Pharmacy launch a kind of
"poisonous seafood" detoxification prevention agent, and sell it to the public at a low price.

Chapter 1002
After all, the recent poisonous seafood incident has caused panic among the entire
Xiangjiang people.

  Although the vast majority of Xiangjiang people are not poisoned, there are many
people who are scared. In the past few days, the outpatient departments of major hospitals
have been full of people, and many Xiangjiang citizens have come to ask for inspections.

  Even if there is no problem with the result of the inspection, some citizens still
suspect that there are not many toxins in their bodies, so they have not appeared for the
time being. So, I tried my best to eat various medicines to fight this poisonous seafood.

  This kind of panic, even if you have time to know it makes no sense, but most
people still do these things with the flow.

  For example, after the island country ’s earthquake and nuclear leak, it led to China
’s salt grab. Everyone knows that it is ridiculous, but there are still so many people who rob
salt.

  Some of them even took advantage of the opportunity to speculate and seek
benefits.

  Now Xiangjiang, vaguely showing such signs. In response to everyone's panic,
some private doctors and small health care companies quickly started to sell their products
under the banner of "toxic seafood" for prevention and treatment.

  These products are all ineffective health care products. After eating, it is impossible
to prevent "poisonous seafood", and may even cause physical discomfort.

  Rather than letting these unscrupulous businessmen make money while harming
others, it is better to let Chen Fei sell to everyone the medicine that can really prevent
detoxification "poisonous seafood". First, it can really prevent the effect of detoxification. The
development of Chinese medicine in Xiangjiang.



  Chen Fei did not spend much money, renting a floor directly in the downtown area,
as the branch of Chengyao in Xiangjiang.

  The preventive medicament was also produced by Chen Feifei quickly, mainly
because some detoxified herbal medicines were mixed and milled, and it was very
convenient to produce.

  Moreover, Chen Fei also used the relationship between the TV station director
Huang and made some advertisements on the TV.

  As a result, when the Xiangjiang branch of Chengcheng Pharmacy opened, a
crowd of people gathered at the door.

  With a smile on his face, Chen Fei personally received these guests in the
pharmacy, sold the antidote to them, and gave you some information about the seafood
toxins to help you increase your understanding.

  In some cases, Chen Fei even took the initiative to diagnose the pulses of some
customers and point out other physical problems.

  Those who trust Chen Fei, let Chen Fei prescribe medicine directly in the
pharmacy. Not trusting, Chen Fei didn't say much, just let them go back and verify.

  The price of antidote is not high, almost half of the price of similar drugs in
Xiangjiang, and it is far lower than the so-called health care antidote that has recently
flooded the market.

  Coupled with the thoughtful service of the pharmacy, and the superb medical skills
exposed by Chen Fei from time to time, the business of the store is becoming more and
more popular.

  Some people who have just seen a doctor, after returning home, brought their
relatives, friends, and neighbors all over.

  In this way, the first day of the business of Chengcheng Pharmacy exceeded the
expectations of Chen Fei and Wei Ling. Although they have deliberately lowered the price of
the poison, they are even prepared to lose money for a year and a half.

  But after the final settlement, it was found that the revenue from the sale of
antidote on the first day was already twice the cost. In this way, the branch's investment
should be able to recover the cost in less than a month.

  The next day, the pharmacy's business became more popular. Half a day's
turnover has already exceeded yesterday's turnover.

  Moreover, because there are too many people, a long line has been lined up at the
door. Chen Fei had to let the employees in the store go out to maintain order.



  At the same time, Chen Fei also made changes. If only buying antidote, Chen Fei
directly sent the staff to go out to sell, so that they would not wait in line. The rest of the
people who need to see a doctor wait to continue to line up.

  As a result, the order at the scene has improved a lot. After all, although Chen Fei's
medical skills are very powerful, among the ordinary people in Xiangjiang, not many people
know about it. It will take some time to spread by word of mouth.

  Even so, Chen Fei was too busy to sweat, until four o'clock in the afternoon, this
just diagnosed the long dragon team lined up at the door.

  It was just when Chen Fei was going to take a short break and hand over the
remaining patients to the assistant.

  Suddenly, a group of about a dozen people appeared in front of the shop.

  Almost all of these dozen people were middle-aged women in their forties. They
carried their handbags, filled with indignation, and came to the store in anger.

  The store greeted the clerk and greeted with a smile on her face. As a result, the
group of middle-aged women completely ignored them and pushed them away, and rushed
into the store with a bang. It even squeezed away some other guests in the shop, and for a
time, caused a little confusion.

  In this situation, Chen Fei frowned, looked at the group of middle-aged women in a
cold voice, and said: "Guests, if you want to buy medicine or see a doctor, please go outside
to line up."

  However, this group of people He didn't pay any attention to Chen Fei's words.
Instead, he was an obese woman with a body weight of about 166 or 70 pounds. He stood
up angrily, dropped the handbag on the counter, and said angrily, " Wait in line, what team? I
want your pharmacy to give me a statement. "

  Chen Fei suddenly looked down, and his expression cooled down, said:" This
guest, what do you have, you can tell us well. "

  "Say it! Hum, what kind of shit antidote is sold in your shop. After my husband
bought it back, he vomited and diarrhea all night. You give me an explanation." The obese
woman shouted loudly.

  Behind her, the group of middle-aged women also shuffled their handbags on the
ground and shouted.

  "My son, too, has diarrhea after drinking your medicine."

  "My mother is so old that she took your medicine yesterday and went straight to the
hospital."



  "Do you sell antidote or poison, give us A statement? "

  … ......

  These people shouted at once, and suddenly changed the appearance of other
guests around them, and their expressions were a bit scrupulous. Customers who were
originally planning to buy antidote also stopped their actions at this moment.

  Chen Fei looked at this group of middle-aged women, frowning for a while.

  If one or two guests have diarrhea, it may be because of special constitution. Then
it is absolutely impossible for so many people to experience diarrhea collectively.

  In this case, either your own medicine is really a problem. Either they are lying.
Chen Fei has full confidence in his own medicine, and he has no problem with his medicine.

  Then there is only one conclusion, this group of people is lying. They came over
collectively to find fault.

Chapter 1003
Thinking of this, Chen Fei's eyes could not help but chill.

  At this time, this group of middle-aged women saw Chen Fei didn't respond for a
long time, and even yelled one by one, even preparing to push and push Chen Fei.

  Just as the leading fat woman was about to start, Chen Fei's eyes were cold and
he glared at the woman. He said with a cold voice: "You can give it a try."

  Looking at Chen Fei's cold eyes, this leading fat woman couldn't help but Feeling a
tremor all over, the movement stopped involuntarily. After stunned for a few seconds, he was
reminded by the people around him. Then he recovered and continued: "What do you want
to do!"

  "I want to ask, what do you want to do?" Chen Fei said coldly, "say Well, who sent
you to make trouble? "The

  group of middle-aged women could not help but stunned for a moment, then
immediately began to deny," What do you mean? No one sent us over, we are the victims'
families, We come to you to ask for a statement. Are you trying to shirk your responsibility? "

  " This pharmacy can't believe it at all. People who eat badly don't admit it. They
also slander us from others. "

  " Never mind you Buy something here, otherwise people will die, and they wo n’t
be responsible for it! "



  ............

  This group of people shouted, although the appearance is very indecent, but I have
to say that the effect is still obvious. In this way, many customers in the store stopped buying
drugs, and some even left.

  Chen Fei knew that this group of people could not be allowed to go on like this,
otherwise, if his shop had just opened, word of mouth would be screwed up.

  As a result, Chen Fei looked cold, and immediately said, "You said that your family
members had diarrhea after taking the antidote from our shop. So, where are they now? I
will be with you right now and take them to the hospital Check to see what is going on. "

  "If it is really our pharmacy's responsibility, we are absolutely responsible. But if it is
not our responsibility, then you are slandering, and I will call the police when the time
comes."

  Chen Fei said coldly, and then strode out the door of the meteor store Going,
"Which house do we start from?"

  At this time, it was the middle-aged women who did not speak. After all, they
collected other people's money and deliberately found faults. The words in the mouth are
simply fake. Therefore, the so-called family members of the patients, where to find now.

  Therefore, in the face of Chen Fei's attitude towards solving the problem, they were
reluctant to leave.

  Seeing this, Chen Fei was even more certain that they had caused the trouble
intentionally. Can't help but look gloomy, coldly said: "Don't you hold me accountable? Now, I
am willing to take responsibility, why are you unwilling to move?"

  They were questioned for a while and didn't know how to answer, they only looked
at each other. Finally, the leading obese woman stood up and said, "We don't believe you,
don't want you to pass."

  "Don't let me pass? Then what do you want to do?" Chen Fei said coldly.

  The obese woman said: "We hold you accountable, ask you to apologize for
admitting mistakes, but also make you lose money."

  Wen Yan, Chen Fei smiled, "I'm not sure if anything has anything to do with me, I
want to apologize and lose money. You think you have, Does this make sense? "As

  soon as this remark came out, even when the retreating guests sprang up in the
store, they couldn't help but start to doubt.



  The leading obese woman saw this and knew that she couldn't get entangled in
this issue. She just started to get tangled up. "My husband just took your medicine to
diarrhea. You must be responsible." There

  was another echo behind him.

  Chen Fei was too lazy to respond to such disturbing words. I waved my hand
directly and said in a cold voice: "If you wreak havoc again, I'll call the security guards."

  Then, a group of uniformed and burly security guards stepped out and forced them.

  This group of middle-aged women was terrified and stepped back.

  The lead obese woman's eyes turned and she shouted: "What do you want to do,
don't want to be responsible, and want to hit someone? Such a store is completely bullying!"

  The woman directly began to change concepts and change topics Too.

  The other women behind were also inspired and started to shout.

  "This store is from the mainland, and the place is full of counterfeit things. Maybe
the drugs sold to us are caused by garbage."

  "That is, there is also this Chengyao drug store, hasn't there been a scandal
before? That kid named Eric. "

  ... ... In a

  shout, this group of people simply engaged in a regional attack, which was not a
matter of fact, and became a pure personal attack.

  Seeing that the water was confusing, the leading obese woman continued to
question: "Look, think about it, can our Xiangjiang's medical standard be comparable to that
of the mainland? The seafood poisoning incident in our Xiangjiang, they mainlanders came
over only a few days , Just said that the detoxification agent has been developed. Is it
possible at such a fast speed and at such a high level? "

  Such a question, although very unreasonable.

  But I have to say that inflammatory is still very strong. Many guests and passers-by
in the shop and at the door were attracted at the moment, looking a little gloomy, looking at
Chen Fei with a suspicion.

  Some people even started whispering and arguing.

  "Yeah, this guy I saw on TV some time ago, it was the scandal of the overseas
Chinese couple seeing a doctor."



  "I think it makes sense. We Xiangjiang officials have gathered so much power to
cure those patients. This What an unknown doctor from the mainland, who just came up with
an understanding of the poison, is really unbelievable! "

  " And, this drug is sold at such a low price, it is impossible to look at it! "

  ...

  Listen to these Chen Fei felt ridiculous and sad for the discussion. It was sad that
they kindly sold them antidotes at a low price, but they doubted themselves because of it.

  Chen Fei shook his head helplessly and felt an inexplicable feeling.

  Seeing that, the leading obese woman hurried into the distance, and further
questioned: "I can't say anything, is it what our words have said. Just now our question, how
do you explain?" There

  was another echo. stand up.

  "We want an explanation."

  "We must give Xiangjiang people an explanation."

  "We don't trust mainlanders."

  ............

  Chen Fei looked at these middle-aged women who had been bought, and even
some enchanted guests, could not help Feeling angry and sad.

  He shook his head, his face sank, and said in a cold voice: "I have no problems
with the medicines of the pharmacy. As for your questioning, it is even more ridiculous. I
need not explain anything.

  " Now, those who do n’t believe us and do n’t want to see a doctor to buy medicine
can leave. I ’m not begging you. ”Chen Fei waved coldly.
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Suddenly, there was an uproar in the shop.

  After all, Chen Fei's attitude really exceeded their expectations. Under normal
circumstances, the store owner will try his best to defend himself when encountering such a
thing. There are not many people like Chen Fei who do not directly explain.



  Therefore, many people simply thought that Chen Fei had a ghost in his heart and
could not explain it, so he concluded that there was a problem with the antidote in
Chengyao.

  For a time, in the buzz of discussion, many people walked out of the storefront,
bustling. In the end, almost 80% of the people in the room went out.

  This is human nature, facing such uncertain things. Everyone is more likely to
believe it than not. Everyone is worried that they really have problems with taking medicine,
so they simply won't buy it.

  Such a situation has caused a group of middle-aged women to show a smile.

  At the same time, in a bar opposite, three business men in suits and leather shoes
saw a smile at the corner of their mouths, and then smiled and toasted to a middle-aged
man in the main seat.

  "Li Gongmou is unparalleled, and really defeated Chen Fei."

  "This Chen Fei, is too arrogant, thinks this is the mainland? Let him just mess up."

  "Huh, bad our good things, this is just the beginning. it! " "

  Next, launch a media offensive began, within three days, let him that Cheng
medicine shop closed down, within a week, he let Chen Fei notorious last dingy go back to
the mainland. "

  .........

  If Chen Fei is here, you will find that this President Li, who is in the main seat, is his
old acquaintance and still owes himself 100 million yuan to Li Yuanfei.

  Li Yuanfei lost 100 million to Chen Fei in the cruise ship gambling game. After
returning, he became more and more angry and always wanted to avenge Chen Fei.

  During this time, Chen Fei opened this Chengyao pharmacy. As it happens, the
business of Chengcheng Pharmacy grabbed the hot detoxification products business some
time ago.

  So, Li Yuanfei simply made an appointment with the boss behind those health
products and worked out this strategy together to give Chen Fei a lesson and drive him out
of Xiangjiang.

  At this moment, seeing that his strategy was working, Li Yuanfei was naturally full
of pride, with a confident smile on his face. He looked at Chen Fei in the opposite shop and
whispered to himself: "The boy named Chen, in Xiangjiang and We fight, you are not our
opponent. "



  At the same time, Chen Fei in the opposite medical hall flashed his eyes and
suddenly looked up at the bar. Although it was only a flash of glance, he let Li Yuanfei felt a
shock in his heart. The wine glass in his hand shivered uncontrollably, and the liquor spilled
on his body, messy.

  "Mr. Li, what's the matter?"

  "Mr. Li, are you okay!"

  "Mr. Li, I'll wipe it for you."

  ............ The

  three health care product owners quickly came together, but Li Yuanfei felt a sense
of uneasiness in his heart He got up and said, "No, I'll go to the bathroom. You drink it first."

  Immediately, Li Yuanfei got up and went to the bathroom.

  The three bosses were toasting and drinking, and began to discuss with a smile on
how to get rid of Chen Fei, how they divided the detoxification health products market.

  At the moment, there are only a few people left in the Chengcheng Pharmacy, and
even these few people have a hesitant look on their faces.

  Such a situation could not help making everyone worry. Wei Ling looked very sad,
Chen Fei came around and said: "Chen Fei, this

kind go on, we pharmacies reputation would be finished, we can no longer stand up."

  Chen Fei looked at Wei Ling with an anxious face, looking firm and confident, and
said, "Sister Ling, rest assured, our pharmacy's reputation will not be affected. On the
contrary, those who left will soon regret it."

  "This--" Wei Ling couldn't think of any way Chen Fei could, but at this time he could
only believe Chen Fei.

  At this moment, the guests who have gone out have already left.

  The group of middle-aged women in the store now also smiled one by one, like a
victorious general, triumphantly out. As for the apology compensation they just mentioned, it
seems that they don't care at all at this time.

  When the situation looked worse and worse, Chen Fei suddenly stepped to the
door and looked at the street.

  When the leading middle-aged woman saw this, she could not help but ridicule
sneer: "Do you want to save the guests now? It's too late."



  Chen Fei ignored the ridicule of this fat woman and looked at the few luxury cars
coming on the street , Greeted the past.

  Several luxury cars drove over successively, which attracted the attention of
passers-by, causing them to stop and watched by the roadside.

  The luxury car stopped at the door of the pharmacy, and a slim woman walked out
of the car.

  The appearance of the woman suddenly made a cry of excitement at the scene,
and many people even screamed and took out their mobile phones and started shooting.

  Because this woman is no one else, but the international singer Anita.

  "Annita, I love you!"

  "Xiao An, I am your fan, sign me."

  "Annita, marry me."

  ......

  The voice was very enthusiastic, Anita waved a smile to the passerby, then came
towards Chen Fei, hugged with Chen Fei, walked into the pharmacy.

  Such a situation made the passers-by startled, and his face was amazed.

  Some shouted directly: "Anita, why did you come to Chengyao?"

  Anita laughed: "Chenfei, the boss of Chengyao, is my friend. My friend opened the
store, and I naturally came to support it. "

  Wen Yan, many people were surprised again. They didn't expect Chen Fei to even
know a big star like Anita.

  However, some people still questioned and said: "Anita, your friend's pharmacy is
suspected of selling fake drugs. Do you know the problem?"

  Anita looked at Chen Fei for a moment, then shook her head with a smile, and
said, : "I don't believe this ridiculous rumor, with Chen Fei's character and medical skills, it is
impossible to sell counterfeit drugs."

  "Why is it impossible, just because it is your friend?" Someone shouted in the
crowd.

  Anita said: "Of course not, because I have personally seen Chen Fei superb
medical skills, he is also free rescue my mother had such a clever doctor, how will sell
counterfeit drugs, I do not believe this ridiculous rumor.."



  This As soon as the words came out, many passers-by expressions began to
hesitate.

  After all, Anita has many fans. Many fans still believe Anita ’s words.

  This situation made the group of middle-aged women look somber. Immediately,
the leading obese woman began to vocal vocal rhythm, "good medical skills, does not mean
that they will not sell counterfeit drugs. Besides, Miss Anita is not a doctor, is not clear about
medical matters, it is possible to be deceived. "In

  this way, many passers-by nodded one after another, believing that such a
possibility is possible.

Chapter 1005
Some Anita fans worried about their idols and persuaded them by the roadside.

  "Anita, you don't have to guarantee anything about this kind of medicine. If
something goes wrong, it will have a bad impact on you."

  "Yeah, Xiao An. If you don't understand this, if someone lie to you That's not good.
"

  " Anita, I'm sorry. I can't believe you in medical matters. After all, this is a major
issue related to the safety of our lives. "

  " Anita, please do a clarification, if this is the case The matter was exposed by the
media, which will have an adverse effect on you. "

  ............ In the

  face of the persuasion of many fans, Anita shook her head, her face firm, and
said:" I will not change my mouth, because I just He says things are true. and I really believe
hooligan, his medicine and pharmaceuticals, are not fraud. "

  After witnessing what happened, could not help but burst of emotion.

  Some people chose to believe Anita, but more people shook their heads secretly. I
was puzzled by what Chen Fei did to Anita, so that she, an international singer, believed in
him so much from a mainland Chinese doctor.

  The group of middle-aged women, as soon as their eyes lit up, the leading obese
woman continued to question: "Oh, I almost forgot. This Chen Fei was the vice president of
the hot autumn fairy water company some time ago Manager. And Anita is also the
spokesperson of the autumn fairy water. "



  " If they have this relationship, I understand why Anita believes him so much. "

  Although there is no clear statement, this statement is already very obvious.

  The obese woman obviously said that Anita spoke for Chen Fei only because of
the company's cooperation. It does not really mean that this medicine is no problem.

  When the obese woman broke this point, many passers-by shook their heads and
sighed, adding another layer of distrust to Chengyao.

  Some fans are even more distressed. "Anita, this is a medicine that is related to
personal safety. How can you just talk to them because of business cooperation!"

  Anita said, her face exposed. Different colors, want to explain.

  However, Chen Fei gently pulled her at this moment and pointed to the cars behind
him, saying: "No need to spend much time, let the professional people come."

  Immediately, in the luxury car behind Anita, one A foreigner man in his 20s or 30s
got off the car.

  Seeing this man, no one knew it yet. But immediately, the man opened the car door
and brought out a fat 50-year-old man in the back seat. Many people on the roadside
suddenly exclaimed.

  Someone was puzzled and asked aloud, "What's wrong, is that foreigner famous?
How is everyone excited?"

  "You don't even know Dr. Marcus!"

  "Marcus, doctor, very famous "Is

  n't that a question that is not well-known. I tell you that Dr. Marcus is our most
famous physician in Xiangjiang. He has his own private clinic. He usually sees the top-level
wealthy businessmen and stars in Xiangjiang Yes. You said that he is famous or not? "After

  this remark, some passers-by who didn't understand could not help but exclaim.

  After all, in their minds,

doctors who can see these upper class people are definitely top-notch.

  Just when everyone wondered and wondered, why did Dr. Marcus come here.

  Marcus and the two almost came to Chen Fei with a trot, grabbed Chen Fei's hand,
his face was flushed, and his face was grateful, "Mr. Chen, thank you so much. Without you,
I don't know the result What will happen,



  I— " Chen Fei understood that Marcus was referring to cancer, and smiled:" It's
okay. Your condition, it doesn't matter now? "

  " Thank you Dr. Chen for your care, but fortunately Dr. Chen reminded me in time ,
I have had surgery, and now I am in a good state of recovery. ”Marcus thanked with a
glowing face.

  At this time, among the crowds on the roadside, someone shouted, "Dr. Marcus,
what are you doing here? Is it like Miss Anita, to congratulate the opening of this drugstore?"

  Marku Si smiled and nodded: "My student Parker and I are here to congratulate Mr.
Chen's pharmacy on opening. Please also visit us more."

  However, Marcus noticed that when he finished speaking, Lu The faces of many
passers-by are complex and changeable, and they look very strange.

  Feeling abnormal, Marcus couldn't help but wonder: "What's wrong with you? This
expression."

  At this moment, the fat woman's eyes flashed and she said out loudly: "Dr. Marcus,
you may not know, this medicine Museum, but there was a quality problem just now, would
you like to come to the platform of Chengcheng Pharmacy? "

  " Quality problem? What's going on, what happened? "Marcus froze.

  Immediately, someone quickly recounted the matter just now.

  After listening to Marcus, looking sank, then snapped: "No, this is absolutely
impossible This is blatant slander Chen Chen medicine museum, unlikely that the drug
quality problems..."

  Passers Unexpectedly, Marcus turned out to be such an attitude. Such a firm
support for Chen Fei could not help but stunned.

  Someone questioned aloud: "Dr. Marcus, why are you so sure that there is no
problem with the medicines of Chengcheng Pharmacy?"

  Marcus said sharply: "Dr. Chen's medical skills are superb, much better than mine.
Doubt. Because my own cancer was diagnosed by Dr. Chen. Why is there such a problem
with Dr. Chen, the drug in the pharmacy? "

  Wen Yan, many passers-by were surprised, and his face was amazed. . They did
not expect that, in addition to stars such as Anita admiring Chen Fei's medical skills,
professional doctors such as Marcus even believed in Chen Fei's medical skills.

  For a time, the person who had firmly doubted Chen Fei, the expression on his
face at the moment, began to hesitate.



  Anita also took the opportunity to speak to the fans who just questioned: "You just
suspected that I am not a professional. Now I see it. Professionals like Dr. Marcus also trust
Afei. Now, are you relieved? "A

  lot of fans heard it and couldn't help but nod.

  Such a situation is not what the group of middle-aged women looking for fault is
willing to see.

  They glanced at each other, and made the admiring, and then the leading obese
woman said: "Dr. Marcus is a professional. It ’s true. But do n’t forget, Dr. Marcus is a
Western medicine. But it's a Chinese medicine museum. "

  " What Marcus has learned does not have much effect in Chinese medicine. I am
still skeptical about Dr. Marcus' judgment. After all, there are some things that are not like
every other line People in the industry can't judge. "

Chapter 1006
"This--" A lot of passers-by who had originally changed their minds could not help but
hesitate at the moment and could not judge for a while. After all, the questioning of obese
women is not without reason.

  Just as everyone hesitated, a somewhat old car drove over.

  Immediately, a white-haired old man came over.

  See the old man, smiled and greeted Chen Fei, "White old, how do you come?"

  White old smiled and said: "Chen Museum opened your medicine, how come I can
not join in?"

  While the surrounding passers-by, Seeing this old man, he could not help but
exclaimed.

  After all, many of them knew the old man. He is the famous old Chinese doctor of
Xiangjiang, the founder of the Forget Chuan Pavilion, Bai Wang Chuan Bai Lao.

  For a time, the scene was enthusiastic.

  "White old, how do you come here?"

  "White old, you also come to the Prudential drug Hall congratulate do?" "White

  old, you things honest medicine museum quality problems, how to treat?"



  .........

  white Lethe first a Suddenly, he listened closely and soon understood what the
people were saying.

  Facing the passers-by who asked warmly, Bai Wangchuan smiled and immediately
said: "From my personal point of view, I trust Dr. Xiao Chen very much. His medical skills
and medical ethics are impeccable. I At the Forgotten Museum, I also got help from Dr. Xiao
Chen some time ago. "After

  this remark, many passers-by couldn't help but be surprised. They did not expect
that Bai Lao trusted Chen Fei.

  By this time, the white Lethe continued: ".. But, as a doctor, to take an objective
approach to look at things so I decided to check the antidote drug Prudential Hall, a final
decision"

  voice hardly ever There was a warm applause all around. Bai Lao's words and
practices are convincing.

  Then, look to the white Lethe Chen Fei, said: "! Chen doctor, you do not mind,"

  Chen Fei laughed: "You old white for me to explain how I care only too grateful.?"

  Then Chen Fei did not go to the room to get another medicine. Instead, he passed
the antidote just bought from the passers-by at the door and gave it to Bai Lao.

  Bai Lao took the antidote, opened the seal, first looked at the color and condition of
the agent, and then sniffed his nose.

  After taking a deep breath, Bai Lao simply picked up the potion and took a big sip
on the spot. Instead of swallowing it directly, he tasted it in his mouth for a while, and finally
swallowed it in one swallow.

  After swallowing the liquid, Bai Lao laughed: "The main ingredient of this antidote is
Cangwuhuanglian Baiwei ... and other nineteen flavors, which have the effect of clearing
heat and detoxifying, moisturizing the spleen and lungs."

  "And, in these nineteen There are one or two special medicinal herbs in addition to
the flavored medicinal herbs, which I cannot judge. It should be the key to the effectiveness
of the antidote. ”

  “ In short, this antidote not only does not have any toxic side effects, it is
impossible to cause diarrhea. Instead, it is poisonous. Seafood toxins have a good effect of
preventing and detoxifying. "



  With Bai Lao's detailed field tests and explanations, passersby who are full of
doubts, many people have dispelled their doubts at this moment, and their faces have all
changed.

  Of course, there is still a part, with a doubt on his face.

  Anita also saw at the moment that the group of middle-aged women, especially the
obese women, were completely deliberately finding faults. Therefore, at the moment, she
looked

cold and asked directly: "This lady, you just questioned that I am not an insider, but also
questioned that Dr. Marcus is not a Chinese medicine. Now, Bai Lao is a famous Chinese
medicine, and his old people have personally confirmed the medicine. No problem, do you
have anything else to say? "The

  obese woman was speechless for a while after being so annoyed by Anita.

  And passers-by around, now also cast a strange look.

  Chen Fei also said coldly: "Now, I want to ask you again, what is the so-called
family and friends diarrhea situation in your mouth, what is going on?"

  This group of middle-aged women was silent for a while, and I didn't know how to
deal with it for a while.

  Seeing passers-by's suspicion became more and more obvious, they felt more and
more stressed.

  In the end, they simply played rogues and started to snarl.

  "I don't care what the rest of you say. Anyway, my husband diarrhea after taking
the medicine in your pharmacy is a fact!"

  "That is, even if your medicine is okay, there is no guarantee that all medicines are
okay."

  " Moreover, suddenly there were so many people talking for him, but I was very
skeptical. "

  " There is another problem, they have not responded positively. You know, this
seafood poisoning incident has not passed yet? We Xiangjiang government only developed
antidote. How long it took him, a Chinese medicine doctor from the mainland, to take out the
remedies for prevention and detoxification, which is really suspicious. "

  ...... ... I

  have to say that these words are totally nothing to talk about, deliberately find fault.



  But there is still a certain market for such doubts. One person is still vigilant, full of
all kinds of malicious speculations about Chen Fei and Chengcheng Pharmacy.

  If the group of people really spreads, even if the influence on the reputation of
Chengyao is not as great as before, it will definitely cause negative news.

  Thinking of this, Chen Fei could not help but look down.

  But at this moment, Chen Fei's cell phone rang. As soon as he saw the electric
display, he couldn't help laughing, and connected the phone. "Hello ..."

  Chen Fei didn't respond to their group's doubts, but took the phone instead. This
makes the obese women even more excuses and continue to fan the flames: "Why, in the
face of our doubts, you can not respond? I think you are guilty, you dare not respond, it is a
problem."

  Hang up the phone , Glaring at the fat woman, Chen Fei did not struggle with her. I
just looked in the direction of the car coming from the street.

  Everyone saw this and couldn't help looking at Chen Fei's eyes.

  Then, they saw several police cars whining over, and behind the police cars,
several black Audis drove smoothly.

  At first, everyone did not find anything special, but then people with sharp eyes
saw the license plate on the Audi car and couldn't help but exclaimed, "Look, this, these are
government official car license plates."

  "The police car opened , A government license, is a public official. Is there any big
man to come over here? "

  " What do big           men come here for? "

  " Is there an inspection? "

  ............

Just when everyone was curious and doubtful, the convoy stopped at the door of the
pharmacy Down.

  The policeman on the police car came down first, and looked seriously at the
crowd in front of the pharmacy, alerting the surrounding environment. Among them was
Chen Fei's old acquaintance, Xu Director of Xiangjiang Police Station.

  After the alert was completed, the people in the Audi car also got off one by one.
.



Chapter 1007
Chen Fei is not very familiar with the people in these suits and leather shoes, but the
passers-by are very familiar with them because these people have appeared on the news
channel many times as government officials.

  "Here, isn't this the secretary of Xiangjiang Chief Executive?"

  "This is the leader of the health department."

  "I know this, and it's the dean of the central hospital."

  … ......

  "Wow, these officials are not low positions, what are they doing here?" ? "

  Seeing these people appear, passers-by were really stunned.

  It was Chen Fei that, after Director Xu introduced, he only knew this official and
shook hands with them.

  After a while of greetings, this group of officials expressed their gratitude to Chen
Fei, "Mr. Chen, we really have to thank you this time. If not for you, this seafood poisoning
incident, I really do n’t know what will happen. We represent Xiangjiang All citizens, pay
tribute and thanks to Mr. Chen for your great contribution. "

  Immediately, someone came with a small box.

  Opening the box, the chief executive secretary took out an exquisite petite medal
from inside, and solemnly said: "Mr. Chen Fei, this is our honorary citizen medal in
Xiangjiang. In order to pay tribute and gratitude to Mr. Chen, our chief executive specifically
asked me to let me Give this medal to Mr. Chen! "

  " Thank you! "Chen Fei expressed his gratitude and took over the medal.

  Of course, afterwards he inevitably took the medal and took a group photo with all
the leaders smiling.

  Just now was blocked by people, passers-by did not see what it was. But now
when taking a group photo, facing everyone, everyone can see what Chen Fei holds.

  Suddenly, the scene boiled again.

  "Then, that's our honorary citizen medal of Xiangjiang."

  "Yes, definitely, I am very familiar with that."

  "He even received the honorary citizen medal, which is incredible!"



  "You know, so many years ago , honorary citizen medal, a total of only less than
twenty people get, most of which are top scientists artists. now we are most familiar, or
Chinese richest man Li Li of Aries Lee Father. " "

  Father Lee is relying so Many years of investing in Xiangjiang's massive assets
have won this medal of honor. However, even so, some people questioned his qualification
to obtain the medal. "

  " Now, how long did Chen Fei come to Xiangjiang, he actually won the medal of
honorary citizen? " What the hell is going on? "

  ............ In the

  face of everyone's consternation and doubts, the Chief Secretary's eyes were
swept away, and then he said aloud:" Mr. Chen received this honorary citizen medal, there is
no problem. "

  " Because, this The seafood poisoning incident was the credit of Mr. Chen. The first
seafood poisoning incident was caused by Mr. Chen. After waking up our relevant
departments, we found out in advance, conducted a survey, and found the problem as
quickly as possible. "

  " Later, Mr. Chen also assisted our police officers, regardless of life safety, went
deep into the problem factory and collected evidence of poisonous seafood. "

  " Finally, Mr. Chen himself developed the detoxification agent for poisoned
seafood, saving hundreds of poisoned patients' lives. "

  " It can be said that this seafood poisoning incident has at least some of the credit
Seventy percent is owned by Mr. Chen. And, you can think about it, if there is no Mr. Chen,
what will be the result of this seafood poisoning incident? "

  ...

  Speaking of which, many people have been stupid. They never thought that the
biggest hero of seafood poisoning was Chen Fei.

  Moreover, it is not the credit on one hand, but from front to back, almost all
important node things have his credit.

  When everyone thought about the consequences of this poisoning without Chen
Fei, they couldn't help feeling cold.

  There was silence at the scene, and then some people applauded. The others
were immediately driven and clapped enthusiastically.

  Among the applause, there were constant cries and cheers.



  "Mr. Chen, thank you very much."

  "Thank you, Mr. Chen."

  "I'm sorry, Mr. Chen, we misunderstood you just now."

  "Mr. Chen, you are our great savior of Xiangjiang!"

  ...

  warmly Applause lasted for a long time before fading away.

  The group of middle-aged women hiding in the crowd, seeing this situation,
knowing that their plan for finding fault has failed, and one by one began to hide in the
crowd, ready to slip away.

  But just as they were preparing for action, Chen Fei's icy voice rang out, "Several
ladies, you questioned me just now. Now, should I come out and explain?"

  Suddenly, everyone's eyes swept, all Cast on this group of middle-aged women.
Director Xu also led the police around.

  "I, this, we--" So imposing and coercive that they were speechless.

  Chen Fei looked cold and shouted, "Speak, who instructed you from behind, what
is your purpose?"

  This group of middle-aged women was completely frightened by this momentum at
this moment. They did not dare to hide. They suddenly poured beans in the bamboo barrel
and explained the matter. Come here to make trouble. "

  " Who? "Chen Fei said sharply.

  "Yes, Mr. Huang from Hongshu Pharmaceutical, Mr. Hu from Blue Sky Health
Products Co., and Mr. Xu from Yongjian Food Co., Ltd. They gave us 100,000 yuan to make
us deliberately make trouble. Bring down the Chengyao Drugstore, so as not to affect their
business. "

  ............ When the

  words came out, the scene suddenly fry, and the passersby reacted one by one,
and angrily scolded.

  "These three companies, I've heard, isn't that the health products company that
has been selling very hot recently?"

  "Their health products are selling so expensive, and the results have no effect."



  "It's so mean, we were almost They cheated and wronged Mr. Chen. It was really
abominable. "

  " Catch these people, they must be arrested. "

  … ......

  A cry of applause sounded, and the three bosses in the opposite bar, now Feeling
bad, get up quickly, ready to slip away.

  But at this moment, Chen Fei suddenly looked up and glanced at them, making
them feel a chill in their hearts.

  Immediately, they saw that Director Xu took a team of police and rushed in.

  The bosses of the three health care products companies were arrested, and the
passers-by suddenly came around and scolded. If it were not for the police to stop, I am
afraid that all three of them would be killed by the angry crowd.

  The three were taken away, and then Director Xu and government officials also left.

  After they left, the turbulent crowd rushed to the door of the pharmacy, and one by
one began to snap up pharmacy.

Chapter 1008
Opposite the fierce Chengcheng Pharmacy, in the bar, it took a long time before Li Yuanfei
carefully drilled out of the toilet. Looking at the scene opposite, the expression on his face
changed a bit cloudy, and finally turned into a grieving grin, "Chen Fei, I and you are

  at odds . " After that, Li Yuanfei turned around and the cautious back door of the
bar slipped open.

  In the following days, as today ’s events were reported by the media, the business
of Chengcheng Pharmacy was getting better and better. Every morning before opening, the
team at the door was across the road.

  Such a hot business, a Chengcheng pharmacy is simply too busy. Chen Fei is also
not secretive, and after discussing with Bai Wangchuan Bai Lao. All the well-known Chinese
medicine stores in Xiangjiang are directly united.

  Chen Fei put the antidote in their pharmacy and asked them to help sell it. The
profit of the sale will eventually be divided between the two parties. Chen Fei took 60%, and
the other Chinese medicine store took 40%.



  Originally, the profit sharing, Bai Lao they initially proposed seven or three points or
even eight or two points.

  After all, they know how popular the antidote is today in Xiangjiang. As long as the
name of the antidote is typed, customers will continue to flow. It can be said that the three
words antidote are a shiny gold signboard.

  Even if the profits from the final sale are not given to them, they can bring
customers and word-of-mouth to their shops. Therefore, the bosses of these traditional
Chinese medicine shops agreed almost without thinking.

  In the end, it was Chen Fei who decided to divide the six or four points.

  After all, he is not short of this money. Dividing the profits to a part of these
pharmacies can help them develop, and it is also conducive to the promotion and promotion
of traditional Chinese medicine. This is more important to Chen Fei than making more
money.

  As a result, Chen Fei's reputation in Xiangjiang is even stronger, especially in the
pharmaceutical industry. Many Xiangjiang citizens now almost recognize Chen Fei.

  It can be said that in this short period of time, the branch company of the autumn
group and the branch of Chengyao Pharmacy have all established a foothold in Xiangjiang,
and development has also been on the right track.

  At the same time, the enthusiasm of Chengyao Pharmacy and the sales of antidote
have also driven the development of the whole Xiangjiang Chinese medicine store. Take Bai
Lao's Forgotten Pavilion as an example. During this period, performance has improved by
nearly 30%. This can be said to be a huge boost for the declining Chinese medicine store
business.

  In order to express gratitude to Chen Fei and also to contact the practitioners of
Chinese medicine throughout Xiangjiang. Bai Lao specially organized a symposium on
Xiangjiang Chinese medicine, invited Chen Fei to the meeting place, and had a good chat
with local Chinese medicine in Xiangjiang.

  At the meeting, Chen Fei did not talk much, but proceeded from the actual status of
traditional Chinese medicine, as well as the problems and solutions encountered in the
development, and even elaborated on some problems in the diagnosis of traditional Chinese
medicine. He was fascinated and nodded frequently.

  Finally, after the meeting, in the applause of three minutes, Chen Fei waved away
from the venue.

  Bai Lao and his son Bai Yan were busy bidding farewell to the TCM doctors at the
venue, so the task of sending Chen Fei to the granddaughter Bai Zihan was given.



  At the meeting just now, Bai Zihan listened all the time, and felt that he had
benefited a lot, and he had a deeper admiration for Chen Fei in his heart. Chen Fei was sent
to Chen Fei at this time, and the whole person also seemed a little nervous.

  Chen Fei see albino

bypass this look a little nervous, could not help but stand to settle down, he turned and
smiled and said: "?? Han child, only a few days gone, how do you so afraid of me almost
everywhere I look it,"

  Baizi Han quickly Shaking his head, his face flushed and explained: "No, it's not
like that. Mr. Chen, I--"

  "Call me Mr. Chen!" Chen Feidao said.

  Bai Zihan froze for a moment, then his eyes changed, and he said, "Ah, A Fei.
That's it. You were so powerful at the meeting just now. The famous old Chinese medicine
doctors were all convinced by mouth and their eyes changed. "

  " In my mind, in the field of Chinese medicine. You are already a big man in the
top. I am just an elementary student who has just started. So, I am a little nervous. "Bai
Zihan explained.

  After listening, Chen Fei could not help but laugh, and then patted Bai Zihan's head
and smiled: "Zi Han, don't be so nervous. You also said that it was just a meeting. It will be
finished now, I am not high on the top. I

  ’m just your friend. You can just treat me like before. " " This-um! Thank you, A Fei!
"Bai Zihan nodded to Chen Fei with a smile on his face, Then the pretty face was full of
smiles, "A Fei, I will send you out!"

  "Zi Han school flowers gave me, I am honored!" Chen Fei joked, let Bai Zi Han
pretty cheek, suddenly again Blushing.

  The two walked side by side, and the atmosphere was much softer than before.

  However, while the two were chatting, Bai Zihan's cell phone rang, and when she
connected to her cell phone, there was a loud noise from the phone, "Zi Han, where are
you? Our The people are all together, why haven't you come yet? "

  " Ah! I, I was in the meeting, and I forgot. I set off immediately, and I passed
immediately. "Bai Zihan said in a hurry.

  There was a silent voice on the other end of the phone, "Zi Han, I really convinced
you. You can forget this kind of thing, even for a meeting. Forget it, I won't say much, please
come here, we can Waiting for you! "



  " Well, I'm coming right away, I'm so embarrassed, let you wait for a long time. "Bai
Zihan quickly apologized.

  Hanging up the phone, Bai Zihan looked a little anxious and could not help but
speed up his pace.

  Chen Fei also accelerated his pace, keeping up with Bai Zihan's frequency, and at
the same time asked, "Zi Han, did you have any trouble?" '

  Bai Zihan shook his head and said, "It's not trouble, it's me today It ’s my birthday.
A few friends in my dormitory and I made an appointment to go to ktv to sing together. As a
result, I just forgot about the meeting

  , so— ” Speaking of which, Bai Zihan was a little embarrassed.

  Chen Fei heard, and couldn't help laughing. "You are really a workaholic. For the
sake of the meeting, you even forgot your birthday party."

  "So, I drive and drive you over." Chen Fei pointed to his car in front of him. .

  Bai Zihan quickly waved his hand and said, "No, no more. I was here to send Afei
to you. How can I let Afei you to send me, this--"

  "I'm welcome to you again, I drive to deliver you, no trouble . Besides, I am also
your friend and would like to attend your birthday party, don't you want Zihan? "Chen Fei
laughed.

  "No, I don't mean that. Just--" Bai Zihan didn't know how to explain for a while.
.

Chapter 1009
Chen Fei did not allow Bai Zihan to explain, directly pulled Bai Zihan's delicate arm and
pulled her to her car. Opening the door, Chen Fei pushed Bai Zihan into the car, then
pressed her shoulders with both hands and pressed her on the passenger seat.

  "Sit well!" Chen Fei smiled at Bai Zihan and died. Then, pull out the seat belt next
to the seat, bypass Bai Zihan, and insert it on the other side.

  It's just that if you want to put on a seat belt. Chen Fei had to lean over the whole
body, and the entire arm crossed from Bai Zihan's chest.

  The space of the car is not large, Chen Fei leaned in, left hand propped on the side
of the table and chairs, and the right hand held the seat belt, bypassing Bai Zihan's body.
The posture formed in this way is as if the whole person is on Bai Zihan.



  The distance between the two is almost less than ten centimeters at the moment.
Their cheeks are facing each other, and they look at each other, even the heat exhaled in the
other's mouth and nose.

  Moreover, when Chen Fei pulled the right arm of the seat belt and inserted the seat
belt. The seat belt tightened accordingly, and Lei was placed in front of Bai Zihan's chest,
allowing Bai Zihan's body to touch Chen Fei's arm.

  Suddenly, Bai Zihan's face was blushing, her face was full of Hongxia, and she
shyly lowered her head.

  Chen Fei also felt the warm touch of Bai Zihan's body, and couldn't help getting his
cheeks hot. He quickly got up from Bai Zihan, then walked to the other side, sat on the
driver's seat, and said: "Zi Han, where is the birthday party? "

  Ktv ?" Bai Zihan was still immersed in the shyness just now. He was surprised by
Chen Fei's question. He froze for a moment before recovering, and quickly said: "Haiyue
KTV, just outside our school.

  " Oh, I know, you are seated, I drove. "Chen Fei asked, and then banged to start
the car.

  The car drove all the way, and Chen Fei almost drove the car like an airplane,
flexibly shuttled in the dense traffic, with the sound of the wind, and swiftly moved forward.

  Bai Zihan, who was sitting in the co-pilot's seat, felt that he was looking at the
scenery on both sides of the car window, and they all produced a fuzzy shadow.

  At this speed, she couldn't help but feel a little frightened, and at the same time she
felt a different kind of stimulus surge from her heart.

  Flying all the way, after a quarter of an hour, Chen Fei took Bai Zihan to Haiyue
KTV.

  The two parked their cars and went upstairs together and walked towards the
agreed private room.

  When I came to the door of the private room, the door was closed. There was no
sound in it. It didn't sound like someone was there.

  This situation makes Bai Zihan feel a little strange. "Did they go, or did I make a
mistake."

  Muttering, Bai Zihan was about to knock on the door.

  However, at this moment, Chen Fei seemed to realize something. He pulled Bai
Zihan behind him and smiled, "I'm



  coming ." Bai Zihan was a little puzzled, but nodded.

  Chen Fei knocked on the door, and there was no response. Immediately, he
twisted the door handle, the door clicked, and the door opened a gap.

  Immediately, Chen Fei pushed the door open, but instead of walking inside, he
took a step back.

  As a result, in the moment when the door was opened, a burst of warm cheers
suddenly broke out in the original quiet room.

  "Ah!"

  "Wow!"

  "Bang!"

  ...

  Flowers and ribbons, and even cream cakes, all flew towards the door. If it wasn't
for Chen Fei's timely response, I'm afraid he would be confused.

& ems

p; Seeing the ambush celebration fail, the people in the private room could not help but
make a startling sound.

  Immediately, one by one came out.

  "What's the matter, nobody came in?"

  "Zi Han?"

  "Wouldn't it be the wrong person!"

  ............

  Just when several people were puzzled, Bai Zihan stood out from behind Chen Fei,
watching Some of my friends in the same dormitory

  couldn't help crying and laughing, "How old are you, and still playing this childish
game!" Several women saw Bai Zihan and couldn't help but laughed and rushed over.

  "Isn't Zihan you late, do we want to give you a small punishment?"

  "That is, Zihan you are usually too serious. Today is your birthday, but you should
be active."



  "Yes, Why did you knock on the door just now and didn't come in, so that the
ambush we prepared fell through. "

  .........

  Bai Zihan looked at the friends who were playing, and was both angry and funny. It
was n’t me who knocked on the door just now, it was A Fei. "The

  few women glanced over and saw Chen Fei next to him.

  "So Mr. Chen has come, you do not say how the child Han, to be with her boyfriend
ah!"

  "That is, if you know your macho friends to come, we will engage in a prank. If
accidental injury to him, bad Now. "

  "Sub Han, you develop so fast! Some time ago just show up on campus, now took
him up to attend a birthday party."

  "You have not been there yet, ah, son Han ......"

  .........

  Look the look of a few gossip-stay, Baizi Han resigned look, looking a little flushed,
waved explained: "Do not talk nonsense, punk and I are just friends relationship hooligan
kindly sent me over.."

  "Really? "The expressions of several women with disbelief.

  Beside, Chen Fei saw this and couldn't help but smile, he knew that it was useless
to explain at this time. It did n’t take much to talk, and instead smiled: "Several beautiful
women, would you let us stand outside?"

  "Oh, come in now!"

  "Come in, we all sang for half an hour , You just come. "

  " Zi Han, you must sing a song later ! "

  ............

  Immediately, a few women fought the two into the private room.

  The youthful and lively college girls are crazy and can't stop it. One by one turned
into Mai Ba, holding a microphone, yelling regardless of the image.

  Even Bai Zihan finally sang a few songs under the constant persuasion of his
roommates.



  Bai Zihan has a gentle personality, and his voice is also that gentle little voice. Sing
that lyrical slow song, but don't have a taste.

  Even Chen Fei, under their shackles, finally picked up the microphone and sang a
few songs.

  Chen Fei's voice is good, with a distinctive masculinity in his voice. Sing a song,
but don't have a taste, I heard several women clapping their hands for a while.

  After such a lot of fun, everyone's interest is good.

  Immediately, several roommates ordered a two-person chorus "Today you will
marry me" and looked at Chen Fei and Bai Zihan with a grinning face.

  Then, on the pretext that he wanted to go out and order some food, he went to the
bathroom to make it easier, and then he went out together. Only Chen Fei and Bai Zihan
were left in the private room.

Chapter 1010
Bai Zihan couldn't see how the thieves of several roommates matched. Moreover, they went
out together, either to prepare some surprises, or to prepare birthday gifts.

  Thinking of this, Bai Zihan shook his head helplessly, and then said to Chen Fei: "A
Fei, thank you very much today. Send me over, and accompany us here in madness."

  Chen Fei spread his arms and tilted his head to Bai Zi Han smiled and said, "Zi
Han, you are welcome again. Today is your birthday. I will accompany you as well. It should
be said. My recent work is not too tiring. I just need this opportunity to release and play. Let

  Take a break for yourself! " Bai Zihan's cheeks were reddish, his face flashed with
a different look, and his eyes looked very gentle. Looking at Chen Fei, he didn't say much,
just softly said: "Thank you, A Fei!"

  This gentle tone made Chen Fei feel soft, and the whole person seemed a little bit
crisp. Plus the soft and sweet background music at this time.

  Let the atmosphere in the private room seem a bit ambiguous.

  For a while, both of them felt their cheeks were hot and their bodies seemed to be
a little hot. Chen Fei even felt that some of his body's instinctive reactions were a bit
tempting at the moment.



  "Cough! It seems that there is no release during this time, some of them are too
easy to catch fire." Chen Fei coughed and hurriedly opened the topic, "Yes, Zihan, your
birthday, I haven't prepared a gift for you yet. ! " "

  gift! "Baizi Han a moment, then quickly waved," you come with me hooligan
birthday together, is the best gift, I do not bother. " "

  that's how the line? your birthday gift still have The gift, no matter how light or
heavy, must be conveyed. "Chen Feizheng said, and immediately remembered what he
should send.

  After all, the birthday thing was just temporarily known and there was no
preparation. There is nothing suitable for me.

  Thinking of this, Chen Fei couldn't help but feel a bit of a headache, "Do you want
to go out and buy! That way, I'm afraid I can't find a suitable gift in a short time." While

  hesitating, Chen Fei looked at Bai Zihan, and suddenly his eyes As soon as he
lighted up, he clapped, "If you have one, give it a gift."

  After that, Chen Fei approached and smiled, approaching Bai Zihan.

  Bai Zihan looked at Chen Fei, who was approaching himself, and could already
feel the hot breath in the man's body. He couldn't help looking red, and his voice was slightly
changed. "A Fei, no,

  don't-- " Chen Fei smiled Laugh, to Bai Zihan: "Zihan, I promise, you will love this
gift."

  During the speech, Chen Fei touched a pair of silver needles on his body and
approached Bai Zihan.

  This time, Bai Zihan was a little surprised, "A Fei, this, this silver needle-"

  Chen Fei smiled: "This is my gift."

  "Gift, this-I'm not sick!" Bai Zihan is a little bit not solution.

  Chen Fei shook his head, close to Dao Zihan's ear, spitting heat and softly
whispering to Bai Zihan: "Zi Han, you are not a serious illness. But recently it has been
somewhat irregular, and sometimes it hurts a lot. Yes right? "

  Baizi Han surprised a moment, paused for a few seconds, they recovered, Baichen
Fei Ming said," in that regard "refers to the aunt could not help but Qiao blushed,
speechless.

  "Zi



Han, I'm a doctor. I don't need to hide it in front of me." Chen Feidao said, "Your
symptoms are caused by irregular work schedules and excessive fatigue. I will give you a
few needles now, very The symptoms will be relieved soon. "

  " And, in addition to curing that aspect. My acupuncture can also be cosmetic! "

  I have to say that any woman loves beauty.

  When it comes to beauty, even the shy Bai Zihan, can't help but shine at the
moment, his body straightened up, and said: "A Fei, can you really be beauty?"

  Chen Fei nodded: "Of course. Zi Han you Irregularities in that area, coupled with
problems with work and rest, have caused your skin to be a little bit bad recently, and some
dark circles have

  appeared , and even started to get acne. With this injection, all these can be
eliminated. " Startled. Because Chen Fei is very accurate, he has indeed experienced these
problems recently. Although it is only a small problem, it does not affect Bai Zihan's delicate
and pretty face. But girls, after all, pursue perfection.

  So, at this moment, Bai Zihan was excited, nodded and said: "A Fei, then you'll get
me a needle!"

  Chen Fei smiled and said: "It's okay to get a needle , but it's the place to get a
needle, maybe some—some— — "

  " Is there something? "Bai Zihan thought about beauty at the moment.

  "Something special!" Chen Fei said, and then his eyes began to move down Bai
Zihan's body, and finally fell to Bai Zihan's abdomen, and said, "I have to get a needle in the
lower abdomen for your problem. It can be cured. Do you

  think— " Bai Zihan was a little bit hesitant, but when he thought of the temptation of
beauty, he nodded blushingly and said:" No problem, I, I am also a doctor, can understand. "I

  don't know if this is Is she comforting Chen Fei or herself?

  In this case, Chen Fei nodded and said: "

  Nah Zihan, lie down on the sofa, I will give you acupuncture immediately." "Well!"
Bai Zihan nodded and lay flat on the sofa.

  Chen Fei came to her side, leaned down, took a breath, and began to move.

  Although I promised a word just now, but now that Chen Fei started, Bai Zihan's
heart could not help being nervous.



  When Bai Zihan was nervous, unconsciously, she felt a tingling pain and coldness,
and the silver needle penetrated into her body. Immediately, she felt a stream of heat flow in,
and then her body became comfortable.

  This strange reaction made Bai Zihan stunned, and then exclaimed: "This, what is
this, how do you feel warm and so comfortable!"

  Chen Fei said while stabbing the needle: "This is the true element Breath, using
the silver needle into your body, can solve the pain in your body and eventually cure the
disease. "

  Hearing this, Bai Zihan couldn't help but feel more and more comfortable, and the
skin seemed to be better, the original body The little bit of discomfort is totally uncomfortable
at the moment.

  "It will be fine soon." Chen Fei smiled, his fingers constantly flying above the silver
needle.

  When thinking of saying goodbye to this comfortable feeling, Bai Zihan was a little
puzzled for a while. However, she could not tell Chen Feiduo's request for a while.

  Just as Chen Fei was about to end acupuncture, there was a sound of footsteps
outside the private room.

  Hearing this sound, Bai Zihan, who was almost intoxicated, reacted and couldn't
help but startled, and quickly said: "No, they are coming back. We--"


